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ANSWERS
By KEN BROWN
POST

PAID
These pipes of genuine impozted briar
were taken out of the factory production
line of $3.50 to $5.00 pipes before final
smoothing and polishing due to defects
which do not impair their smoking
quality. Smoke them "as is" or fill the
defects with wood filler, then smooth
end polish. Limited supply. Act Today.

WALLY FRANK, Ltd.
150 NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK 7. N. Y. Dept. 373,
Enclosed find $1.00. Send postpaid 3 pipes
described above. If, upon examination, I
am not satisfied, 1 will return pipes for
full refund. (Sorry ... no Q.O.D.'sj.
PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW

Get an "Eye-full" of
this NEW

Pipe Refreshing

If you have any question concerning pipes, tobaccos, or related subjects,
Mr. Brown will be glad to answer them for you. Write to him in care of
this magazine. Be sure to enclose a self addressed stamped envelop for
your reply.
Q. Is chamise any good for making
pipes?—J. M. L., Portland, Maine.

bowl gives a good smoke. Just how far is
this true?—F. C., Columbus, Ohio.

A. Chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) is used experimentally only. I do
not know of any commercial use being
made of this wood. It is similar to sor
rel, but not as suitable for pipe making.

A. After the diameter of the bowl
gets so big there is too great an air sur
face to keep lighted with normal draws,
and my guess is that any bowl larger
than an inch and a half would give dif
ficulty in remaining lighted.
A diameter of an inch gives a good
smoke, and an inch and a quarter is
about as large as you ever see actually
being used. From this size on you may
find it difficult to keep the pipe lighted.

Q. What is meant by the term "to
bacco is sleeping"? The phrase is en
countered occasionally and usually ap
pears in quotation marks, which probably
means the term is loosely applied.—
T. L. P., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A. The term Sleeping" when ap
plied to tobacco, means that the tobacco
is undergoing its many years of storage
in order to improve its flavor and
aroma. This process takes many months
and even years, depending upon the leaf.
Large warehouses are made especially
for this curing process, and during these
years of inactivity the tobacco is said to
be "sleeping."
Q. Where is the center of the pipe
making industry in this country?—D. H.,
Providence, Rhode Island.

Cleans out nicotine, tar,
oil and gum thoroughly
—from bit, shank and bowl—in a jiffy.
Be rid of that harsh bite-y-ness your pipe
gives after long use without cleaning.
Give your pipe the care it deserves. Get
100 per cent pleasure from smoking it—
enjoy the fresh, clean taste and full aroma
of your preferred mixture.
That old, favorite "Hickey" will taste even
better than ever before. You'll be amazed,
too, at what it does for over-smoked,
"worn-out" pipes.

Our Pipe Refreshing Kit- In cludes:

Pipe Cleaning Fluid, Alcohol Lamp,
Large Pyrex Retort, Small Pyrex Re
tort, Scraping Spoons, Pipe Cleaners
and Tissues.
Fun to Use — Effective in Results
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Send check or money-order for $2.50 today
for Complete Kit.
Special discount on orders from
Pipe Club Members.

Pipe S mokers S upply C o.
P. O. Box 917

A. New York City is the center. Of
the pipes made in this country more than
half are made in New York City,
Brooklyn, and nearby suburbs. Pipes are
also made in Chicago, Indianapolis,
Seattle, and a few other cities in small
amounts.
Q. I have heard that rhododendron
root is being used commercially in the
manufacture of pipes. Can you tell me
whether or not this is true?—R. A. S.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

A. Yes, rhododendron is being used
commercially in the manufacture of
pipes. At least one factory makes its
pipes of rhododendron exclusively.
It makes up into a nice looking pipe
and is very sweet smoking.
Q. How large can the bowl of a pipe
be and still give a good smoke? This re
fers to the saying that a pipe with a big

Q. When and where was tobacco first
grown?—H. R., Twin Falls, Idaho.

A. I do not recall ever having read
any accurate account as to where or
when the first tobacco was grown. Au
thorities agree that it is of Western
Hemisphere origin, and when Columbus
discovered America in 1492 he found
that Indians had been growing and cul
tivating it for an untold number of
years.
Evidences of tobacco have been un
covered in some of the mounds and
shrines in Central America which go
back several centuries. It may have been
used for religious ceremonies and rituals
long before it was inhaled, but conclu
sive proof as to times and places and
uses is s till subject to debate.
Q. I have seen pipes with a small hole
in the bottom and would like to know
what this is for?—F. L., Orlando, Fla.

A. The hole is placed in the bottom
of the pipe bowl to permit an intake of
air. This dilutes the smoke and makes it
milder by doing so, and is preferred by
some smokers who find the smoke full
strength a bit too strong.
The air hole also permits moisture to
drop from the heel, thereby keeping the
bottom of the bowl somewhat drier than
usual, and also allows the pipe to dry
out more rapidly than usual.

Rochester, N. Y.
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Everyone a Soldier
rHEN

THE French occupied
Berlin in 1806, the German
rule forbidding smoking on the street
was ignored by the army of occupa
tion. This made the Germans ex
tremely unpleased, and as soon as the
French returned home two years
later, the Germans immediately put
the smoking ban once more into ef
fect.
The law was clearly posted every.where, but in these two years the
people had become so used to smoking
wherever they felt like it that it be
came increasingly difficult to inforce
the edict.
A certain police official, von Eckert, reporting in the Prussian Secret
State Archives in Berlin in July,
1809, said the situation had gotten
out of hand. Police restrictions were
being ignored.
"Last evening/' he reports, "I sent
Constable Schultz to stop three young
men from puffing on their pipes on
the promenade. As soon as they saw
him coming they disappeared into the
night."
The population waged a silent but
stubborn war against the law. Finally
the Prussian police had to post at
every street corner of Berlin a bill
threatening all who smoked in the
street with a fine of five thalers or
eight days' imprisonment, and to pub
lish the same notice in the Berliner
Intelligenz-Blatt.
The next day a police report stated
that all of the posters had been re
moved by "mischievous persons" and
smoking was continuing as usual.

T

HERE WERE constant afrays
on account of smoking between
the population on one side, and the
military and the police on the other—
and sometimes between soldiers and
police.
The citizens laughed at the soldiers
for merely taking their pipes away,
and on Dec. 22, 1809, there was a
fight between four hussars smoking
pipes in the street and the police, who
came off worst in the fray.
The following June the Chief of
Police at Berlin issued a formal de
cree which specifically forbid smoking
not only in the streets of Berlin but
in Charlottenburg and the Tiergarten
as well. Transgressors were told they
JULY, 1948
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would be arrested, their pipes con
fiscated, and given a fine of five
thalers, or corresponding punishment.
The penalties were to be increased
upon a repetition of the offence. In
subordination would bring instant
arrest.
The military was called upon to en
force the rule, but often the soldiers
themselves were seen sneaking a few
puffs from their pipes.
Then the police began to attempt
to arrest the offending soldiers, put
ting into effect the law that they, the
soldiers, were supposed to be enforc
ing. In general, it was quite a mess.

PAT OF F

Patented*Carburetor
cools your

T

hen, suddenly, in 1813,

a wave of enthusiasm swept over
Germany, rousing the people to war
with the hated French, and numerous
Germans enlisted in the army. The
ban against smoking received second
consideration. Soldiers were seen
everywhere on the streets, and all
were puffing away on their long
pipes.
Feeble attempts were made to stop
them, and the situation finally came
to a head. A policeman, trying to
stop a man who was smoking in the
street, attempted to take his pipe
away from him. The policeman was
at once surrounded by four "other
creatures with lighted pipes" who, he
reported afterwards, insulted him and
beat him up.
The people cried "Let the soldiers
smoke. They are the military. Surely
this need not be denied them."
The Berlin police, looking at it
from a patriotic standpoint, said that
henceforth soldiers would not be pro
hibited from smoking their pipes when
and where they chose, but the restric
tion was not lifted for the civilians.
Had they tried harder to effect a
general enlistment of new soldiers,
they could not have done better.
"Smoking permitted by the army,"
was the cry, and the rush was on to
join the colors.
Then the people, soldier and ci
vilian alike, began to smoke their pipes
in public. "There is no difference. We
are at war. Everyone is a soldier
now!" And as the law died a violent
death, pipes were smoked freely in
public from that time on.
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OTft
17.50
Kaywoodie Pipes are made
from the burl part of im
ported briar, the grain besturdy and interwoven,
affording beauty and
long service.

Cool air is drawn i nto p ipe
through C arburetor
As you smoke this pipe, its CarburetorAction keeps the bowl dry so that there
is no "wet heel" at bottom. The Carbu
retor-Action improves the flavor of your
tobacco. It is a very m ild smoke, very
welcome to those who are sw itching to
a pipe for the first time, and to anyone
who likes an extra-mild, cool pipe.
Identify by Cloverleaf
Kaywoodie
Company, New York and London. 630
Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 20. Pipes of qual
ity since 1851.
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Odd contraption served its owner in more ways than one.

No matter what the occasion, if
he smokes a pipe, a year's subscrip
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A little care pays big dividends in service.
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The military could smoke anywhere, so the people complained.
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Every one gives in when it's Dad's riight with the boys.
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We'll gladly send a gift card
when requested.

»

Cover

Send name and address today,
and include the name you wish
to appear on the gift card—
we'll do the rest. Or, if you
prefer to give the card in per
son, say so and we'll send the
card direct to you.

Only $2.50 per year
"A Gift He'll Remember"
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A very old and valuable Calabash pipe from the collection of Robert Sherbondy.
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Meet the Staff

am

(In response to numerous requests from readers asking for information
about the men who publish this magazine, PIPE LO VERS is presenting this
series of thumbnail sketches each month on the men who constitute the
editorial staff. This, the fourth of five, concerns George Cushman,
Editor and Publisher. Next month, Ken Brown, Associate Editor.)
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THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

of any publication without becoming
any publication lies with the pretty well acquainted with the sub
editor or publisher and PIPE LOVERS ject concerned in the publication.
is no exception. In this
Cushman tries to have
case, both posts are cov
each issue well rounded
ered by one person, George
with a little something for
W. Cushman, the man
every reader, whether he
who started the magazine
be a collector, a "gadgetthree years ago.
eer," an avid smoker, a
Finding that pipe smok
pipe maker or tobacco
ers, collectors, hobbyists,
blender. Men who enjoy
amateur pipe makers, and
pipes have numerous in
all men who like pipes had
terests, he finds, and a pipe
no source of information
magazine should cover
on the subject, Cushman
them all.
decided to do something
There are still a few
CUSHMAN
about it. He felt that there
not yet covered, and he in
were enough men sufficiently interest tends to add a couple of more depart
ed in the subject to support a pipe ments as soon as he can locate the
magazine, and his contention has proper experts to handle them.
proven true.
Cushman began writing for maga
HE INTERESTS of his read
zines more than 14 years ago. His
ers are his first consideration, and
articles were generally of a technical he scans every letter thoroughly in an
nature, and have appeared in numer effort to see just what pipe smokers
ous national magazines. He has writ want and what they don't want in
ten four books.
the magazine. His original plan for
In 1937 he became associate editor PIPE LOVERS included adventure ar
of a hobby magazine and six years ticles and "outside" departments on
later assumed the editorship of a mo music, drama, books, and other things
tion picture trade magazine in Holly that make for good reading.
wood. It was while he was in this
This was tried just once (in the
position that he conceived the idea for first issue) and he soon found that
PIPE LOVERS.
pipe lovers want only pipe articles in
their magazine. So, from the second
USHMAN believes that pipe issue on, Cushman has included only
smoking is an art, and as such pipe information in PIPE LOVERS.
every man has a right to his own
It is his intention to increase the
opinion on the subject. As editor, he size and scope of the magazine, but
keeps the pages open to everyone for Rome wasn't built in a day, and it
the clear expression of ideas on the takes time to do such things. With the
many phases of pipedom. Several times ever increasing readership and the
he has published articles with which continual support of pipe and tobacco
he did not agree, but if the idea had manufacturers, it appears that PIPE
merit or was plausible, he permitted LOVERS will soon be expanding with
the article to appear in order that all more pages, more articles, pictures and
sides of a question may be presented. departments.
He does not claim to be an authority
As a pipe smoker, Cushman says
on pipes. He prefers to content him any pipe is a good pipe if it gives a
self with the many problems that con good smoke. He is continually trying
front a publisher and leave the actual out new tobaccos in order to become
articles to experts on the subject. How better acquainted with the variety of
ever, no one can long remain an editor today's modern blends.

Calabash
Bent
A Chadwick
exclusive. . .
for your
prized
collection.

NEWMAN

manufacturers
1245 Broadway
B r o o k l y n 2 7 , N . Y.
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YOU HAVEN'T ENJOYED A
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CLEVELAND TOBACCO CO.
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$1.30
• POUND $ 2 . 5 0
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TO BE T HE BEST PIPEFUL
YOU'VE E VER HAD OR WE'LL
REFUND YOUR MONEY

ARE - YOU - A - WET - SMOKER?
This scientifically designed "air cooled" pipe
insures a slow even combustion—no nicotine—
no sludge—a cool pleasant smoke—complete
satisfaction or your money refunded. Price $5.

These

distribute va

\A

/

/\

tke air evenly
Pipe Fans, Send for Free Booklet
"The Facts About Briar Pipes"

MOOR COMPANY
1155 HARRISON STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

MAKE YOUR OWN PIPES
Top Quality Imported Italian Briar Blocks, 50c
Pipes Repaired—Bits to fit, $1.00
All makes pipes repaired by master craftsmen
Tobaccos blended to individual formulas
at popular prices
Mail postpaid to

OXFORD PIPE SHOP

JULY, 1 948
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142 E. 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

oJuyrYuxXAjo
rYusxXAAAeFRESH

FROM BLENDER TO YOU

A blend designed and processed to bring out
the natural flavor of each tobacco, produced
by master tobacco blenders after years of
research and testing.
TRUE TOBACCO FLAVOR
MILD, PLEASING AROMA
TOBACCO BLENDING CORP.
LOUISVILLE 1. KENTUCKY

HANDCRAFT
PIPES INC.
Creators of America's
Finest Pipes

IMPORTED BRIAR
HANDMADE
Priced from $2.00 to $25.00
7 1 2 SOUTH HARRISON STREET
FT. WAYNE 2 , INDIANA

HILL'S SPIRAL PIPE SCREENS
Improve your smoke or money refunded,
Adjustable, - Removable
No Wet Heels, No Clogged Stems

Sample 25c—7 for $1.00
Prepaid Anywhere
Last for Years
FOR A BETTER SMOKE USE A SPIRAL

1551

The World's Most Practical Pipe Screen
OCEAN AVE. SAN FRANCISCO 12, CALIF.

Dealer's Price on Request

E RECEIVED a letter from
Kenneth Shelly in Saginaw,
Mich., this week, and among other
things he asks "Why don't pipe manu
facturers stamp the weight of the pipe
on the shank?"
We'll confess this is a new idea, to
us at least. And what is more, the
idea seems to have some merit.
Of course, few pipe smokers know
how much their pipes weigh, and if
you were told your pipe weighed an
ounce and a half it would be mean
ingless, simply because you probably
have never considered your pipes from
a known weight standpoint.
But most do know which of their
pipes are too heavy for them to hold
comfortably in the mouth. Either a
pipe is too heavy, or it isn't. To that
most men will agree.
Shelly's idea is that if pipes were
stamped with the weight, you would
then become familiar with the weight
you like best, or, in other words, the
weight beyond which pipes are not
comfortable for you, and you would,
therefore, buy fewer pipes that you
later discard because they are too
heavy to give comfort.
In order to get an idea of what
various pipes weigh, we experimented
with a few. The lightest one weighed
just one ounce, and the heaviest was
over 2Yi ounces. All the rest were in
between.
We noted that the average pipe
weighs between 1^2 and 1^4 ounces.
The large, hand carved pipes usually
weigh over two ounces.
OME OF this writer's favorite
pipes were placed on the scale
(favorite from a weight standpoint)
and the weight was found to be 1
ounces. Pipes that weigh more than
this were not too comfortable, and
pipes weighing over two ounces are
best smoked while reading or doing
something of a similar nature in
which one hand is free to help sup
port the pipe.

S
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When you go to select a new pipe,
it is difficult to tell the differences in
weight when you handle so many in
the dealer's store. Furthermore, the
weight on the jaw is far different
than the weight in the hand as you
lift first one and then the other.

P

ROBABLY the best method
would be to merely stamp the
weight in ounces on the shank of the
pipe, with fractions to one-eighth of
an ounce being enough. Another sys
tem would be to use numbers, the
number representing the weight in
eighths of an ounce. Thus a pipe with
a number 11 would mean 11/8 of an
ounce, or 1
ounces. A number 18
would mean 18/8 of an ounce, or 2j4
ounces. A 23 would be 2% ounces,
and so on.
If, for instance, you found a 14
was your limit, you would then not
purchase any pipe above this number.
Yes, it has its merits, but what
would the manufacturer say. What
would he think of it? We haven't
discussed it with any pipe manufac
turer, and obviously his first reaction
would be that it would mean another
costly operation which would have to
be passed on to the buyer.
Also, he might think he would lose
sales because smokers would buy
fewer pipes. However, it would seem
he would sell more pipes because the
smoker would then be assured the
weight factor in his new pipe would
be satisfactory, and he would not
hesitate to buy.
It is an interesting subject with
several angles. We would like to in
vite comments from all readers on
this matter, and especially pipe manu
facturers as to what they think of the
idea. We'll report on your comments
—both for and against—in a couple
of months. Think it over. Discuss it
with your pipe smoking friends, your
pipe shop dealer, and then send us
your views.
PIPE LOVERS

Add These Books to Your Library NOW!
T h e y Ar e Books E ve r y Pi p e Smoker Should O w n !

The Odyssey of Tobacco
Postpaid, $3.50

By ROBERT LEWIS FISHE R, 93 pages, illustrated, 6x9 cloth

AN AUTHENTIC and reliable account of how smoking originated

Briar Stem
DEAR SIR:

*

I was glad to see mentioned in the June
issue a briar pipe with a briar stem. I have
long been looking for such a pipe as I would
like to see if there is any difference in the
taste as compared to the conventional hard
rubber stem.
The general opinion is that a briar or wood
bit does not last as long as a hard rubber bit—
that it is chewed in two quickly.
If, however, there is some compensation in
taste between briar and hard rubber, this more
than overshadows the fact that the wood does
not last as long in actual usage.

and developed throughout the world. Reveals little known facts
about pipes and tobaccos. The various tobaccos are discussed in
the Appendix.

The Swedish Pipe Book
By CLAES KRANTZ, 118 pages, 63 illustrations, English translation, 46 pages,
6x9, cloth
Postpaid, $3.50

THIS NEW, well written book from Sweden discusses pipes
throughout the world, bringing forth hitherto unrevealed data on
the subject. Tells of the early days of pipe smoking, modern
practices, is well illustrated. A worthy addition to your library.

The Art of Pipe Smoking Pleasure
By J. LELAND BROWN, 127

TOM HARTMAN,

Boston, Mass.

Iron Man
DEAR SIR:

The little iron man on page 174 of the June
issue has much more to say than give us
merely a laugh. The caption is that he can't
tell one tobacco from another.
I have been just like him. More than once
I have reached the point where all tobaccos
taste alike. When this happens my pipe ceases
to give me any enjoyment. The only remedy
I have found is to put the pipe away for a
week until I need its companionship again.
Friends have told me to switch brands in
such instances, but this doesn't work. So I
just leave all my pipes alone for a week.
When I light up again it is almost like a new
experience—the taste is really there. Then I
am not like the iron man in the cartoon.

pages, 27 illustrations, 5l/2x8y2 inches, paper and cloth.

Paper, postpaid $1.25

A PRACTICAL an d complete manual for the pipe smoker, including
descriptions of pipes, pipe styles, features, care of the pipe,
descriptions of tobaccos, aids to pipe smoking, and the technique
of pipe smoking. No library is complete without it.
Order these books TODAY. Send check or money order to

CUSHMAN PUBLICAT IONS
532 Pine Ave., Long Beach 12, California
All books sent postpaid. Immediate shipment. Send for yours NOIV.

New Queen Stokie

On,Y$50°

ROGER HUFFY,

-

ROBERTSON

Canton, Ohio.

SMOKERS B IBLE

Pipe Drying
DEAR SIR:

i

4

Regarding the article on drying pipes by
Nick Post in the June issue, I would like to
say that I have used this method for some
time and find it very satisfactory. However,
I do not recommend placing the pipe directly
on the calcium chloride or even on a piece of
cloth over it.
If the jar is not air-tight, or the calcium
chloride regenerated often, it will in short
order absorb enough moisture to become
quite sloppy. Perhaps many readers are fa
miliar with the use of calcium chloride on
dirt roads to hold down the dust, and its corrosive effect on automobile fenders if not
washed off.
In this sloppy state it is quite acid because
of the presence of ionic hydrochloric acid. In
Mr. Post's favor I must admit that the effect
on waxed or varnished briar should be neg
ligible.
I use a regular laboratory dessicator that
is air-tight, and the pipe bowl rests on a por
celain plate above the drying agent. This
drying agent is anhydrous calcium sulphate
impregnated with cobalt chloride, and is sold
under the name "Drierite, Indicating, No. 8
Mesh." It changes from blue to red when it
is spent. I have been using the same original
pound for the past two years, regenerating as
Mr. Post prescribes.
T. L. CARSON,
Tulsa, Oklahoma
JULY, 1948
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Limited Edition

Ready to Mail—30c Per Copy
New and Different. Over 300 Pipes Pictured. Over 1000 Pipes Listed.
Foreign Pipes, Tobaccos and Accessories. Pictures and Articles
on Pipe Making and Smoking.

OUSE

OF

ROBERTSO

World's Exclusive Makers of Unique Pipes
BOISE

IDAHO

Complete Your Files Now
A limited supply of back numbers is still available at no
increase in price—still 25c each postpaid. Check through your
files now and send for the copies you do not have. Money
refunded on copies no longer in stock.

PIPE LOVERS MAGAZINE
532 Pine Avenue

Long Beach 12, California
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This is a picture of the complete Calabash
gourd as it is grown in the field. The
white dotted line indicates where the gourd
is cut in two and shows the section that
will be used in making the Calabash pipe.

The First C alabash
Here is the Story of How the Calabash
Was Introduced to the Outside World as
Told by the Man Who First Exported Them
By H. L. BLATTER
(Of Blatter and Blatter, Montreal, Canada)

EXPORTED the first Calabash
pipe from South Africa. This un
usual pipe shape originated in the
southern tip of the Dark Continent and
owes its popularity almost entirely to the
Boer War.
Prior to the beginning of this conflict
in 1899 the Calabash was practically un
known to the outside world. Soldiers
who fought in this war were principally
from Canada, New Zealand and Au
stralia and they purchased these "gourd"
pipes which they took home with them
as souvenirs after the war was over.

I

This was the first time these countries
had ever seen one of these pipes and,
since they gave a good smoke, were con
sidered more than just a novelty. But it
wasn't until later that the pipes were
exported in any great numbers for sale
to smokers in other countries.
In 1899 my parents were residing in
Birmingham, England. My brother,
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Ernest, and my sister, Marguerite, decid
ed they would like to move to South Af
rica and go into business for themselves.
I was but a lad of 16 at the time, yet
after they had gone I wanted to join
them. So, three months later I sailed for
the tip of the dark continent where I
found my brother and sister had opened
a small store on a side street. A few
weeks later we decided to move to a
busier section of Cape Town.
For the next three years during which
the war was being fought we encoun
tered good business. The thousands of
soldiers were free spenders and a war
boom was on. We were kept busy in the
manufacture of these gourd pipes since
the soldiers all wanted to take one or
two back home as a souvenir.
I might mention that Calabash pipes
and ostrich feathers were the only ar
ticles sold to the soldiers that were truly
of South African origin. Frankly, we
could not produce these pipes fast enough.

W

HEN THE WAR ended in 1902
and the business boom was over.
There were some refugees who lingered,
but they were not sufficient to keep the
business at the same tempo it had been
going for these three war years.
And so, with plenty of pipes but no
customers I had a choice of two things
to do—either find some new customers
for my Calabash pipes, or else sell out
and move to Canada.
I went to England to see if I couldn't
create a market there for the Calabash,
but all of the pipe firms just laughed at
me. They said the gourd pipe was just
a novelty—a passing fad—and would
soon be forgotten, in spite of the fact
that it gave a good smoke.
I returned to South Africa discour
aged, leaving the unsold pipes in Eng
land. It didn't seem worth the trouble
and expense to bring them back with me.
But as it turned out I learned that
PIPE LOVERS

my attempt to sell the Calabash in Eng
land had been a few months premature,
for the following year when I returned
to London I found a ready demand for
the pipe. I sold all of those I had stored
there the year previously, and obtained
orders for hundreds more — all at a
handsome profit.
This, it might be said, was the real
beginning of the Calabash pipe outside
of Africa. The pipes which had been
sold to the soldiers and taken home with
them as mementoes had been of tremen
dous advertising value, and as the word
got around all smokers were eager to
purchase one of these odd pipes made
of a gourd grown in South Africa. To
day the Calabash is familiar to pipe
smokers in every land.
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OURD SMOKING originated in
Africa many years ago. When the
Dutch founded Cape Town in 1652 a
close contact between Europeans and
South African native peoples (in the
first instance the Hottentots) was ef
fected.
Dakka-smoking was in full swing, al
though tobacco sprang into popularity
soon after, sometimes smoked alone, but
more often mixed with the dakka. Due
to the strength of the latter the Hotten
tots preferred a water filtering pipe and
water pipes were popular.
These were often made out of gourds
either wholly or partially. The large ball
of the gourd held the water while the
neck served as the stem and the tip end
(where the gourd joined the vine) was
placed in the mouth.
Sometimes the gourd served only as
the shank, and sometimes it was the
whole pipe. The natives would clean out
the gourd, let it dry thoroughly, and
then put it into use as a pipe.
The gourd was preferred because
first and most of all it was ready made.
The humble native spent no effort in
making his pipe—nature did it for him.
Second, it was cheap and plentiful.
The gourd which we used and which
is used today is the Calabash gourd
(Lagenaria vulgaris) and from which
the pipe gets its name. This family of
plants includes the cucumber, melon and
squash. It is ideal for a pipe because it
is light in weight, has a large air space
which is condusive to a cool smoke,
colors well, and takes a meerschaum or
clay tobacco bowl insert.
The Calabash has always been a
rather expensive pipe because of the fact
that since no two of the gourds ever
grow quite alike the pipes cannot be
mass produced and must be hand made.
Each meerschaum insert is fitted into a
cork ring to insure an air-tight connec
tion and permit no seepage of air, and
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Page from an old pipe catalogue shows
the pieces which composed early Calabash.

this in itself is an individual operation
with each pipe.
The connection between the stem and
the shank also calls for a careful fitment
by hand for the same reason. Thus it
is clear to see why the Calabash can truly
be considered a hand made pipe and why
it costs more than an ordinary one.

T

HE GRACEFUL lines of the
Calabash give the pipe a warm spot

in the heart of the true pipe smoker,
and its large size makes it a favorite for
fireside smoking.
Mark Twain, the famous Missouri
author, was quite devoted to his Cala
bash, having favored this style in his
later years. And the Calabash almost be
came a trade-mark of Sherlock Holmes,
Conan Doyle's famous detective. Pic
tures of this fictional sleuth nearly al
ways showed him with his hunting-type
cap, his large magnifying glass and his
ever faithful bent-necked gourd pipe
hanging from his lips.
I he best gourds are still grown in
Africa, although attempts have been
made to grow them elsewhere. But very
few pipes are made there at this time.
Instead the gourds are shipped to pipe
factories located here as well as in
Europe and other places where the meer
schaum bowls are fitted and the stems
inserted. They are then given the manu
facturer's trademark and shipped to pipe
shops everywhere.
A well-made Calabash will appeal to
the discriminating pipe smoker as pos
sessing the much valued characteristics
of the long German pipe but in a much
more convenient form. Since the bowl
occupies but a small part of the hollow
neck, there is sufficient space to form a
receptacle below the bowl that answers
the same purpose as the lower bowl of
the German pipe in keeping juices from
entering the stem and mouth.
There is quite an art to growing the
gourds and in correctly preparing them
for their subsequent use as a pipe, but
this description we shall leave for dis
cussion in a later issue.

The Calabash is an object of beauty, and since nature forms the gourd, no two are
alike. It is light in weight and features a removable tobacco bowl of meerschaum.
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o b a c c o , f r o m th e time it

is harvested until it reaches the
pipe, is usually graded aboijt three
times, depending upon the tobacco leaf
itself and upon the subsequent processing
which it must undergo.
The tobacco grower grades it first,
followed by the dealer and finally by
the manufacturer.
Of the three, the first is the most im
portant, and if expertly done no subse
quent grading is necessary.
The reasons for grading the leaf are
numerous, but to the grower the
primary reason is monetary, for certain
grades of leaf will sell for 10 times
as much as other grades.
As is customary with growing plants,
the top leaves are the youngest and
therefore the sweetest and the most
tender, while those at the bottom were
the first to grow and are therefore the
oldest, toughest and strongest.
Since the grading operation, done by
the grower at harvest time is by far
the most important of the three, it is
the one which we shall discuss here.
As a class, growers today sort the
tobacco the same as has been done for
many years, despite the fact that manu
facturing processes have changed, re
quiring a somewhat different use of the
leaf. However, it seems better to let
the custom remain as it has for many
decades, simply re-grading the tobacco
after it has been purchased in the ware
house.
Further, some manufacturers have
their own method of grading the tobacco
and prefer to do it in their own factories
according to their own standards and
methods.
For the most part, however, the
grading as done by the farmer stands,
and it is purchased by the dealer or
manufacturer in this condition.

T

HE TOBACCO GROWER has
learned from experience that his
grading operations must be done care
fully and correctly.
Throughout most of the burley dis
tricts, only two classifications of the
plant are observed, the "leaf" and the
"lugs." The latter is composed of the
lower leaves that usually have blemishes
or are in some way injured. Perhaps
they are too dry or are over-ripe. Since
the "lugs" compose a large per cent of
the grower's crop, he cannot afford to
ignor it, so he markets it, knowing that
it will bring only a small sum on auction
day. There are exceptions, however,
when certain market conditions will re
sult in the "lugs" bringing a higher price
than the generally superior "leaf," such
as when there is a scarcity of the lower
product.
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How Tobacco is Graded
The Grower Divides His Leaf Into
Several Classifications Before It
Can Be Used by the Manufacturer
By THOMAS MOORE

It is not uncommon that these classes
will be further divided into sub-classes,
depending upon the requirements and
wants of the buyer.
The grading of burley is carried out
during the stripping operations and
when a full compliment of men is avail
able each worker is assigned a separate
grade, requiring in all about six indi
viduals. The first worker strips the sand
leaves from the bottom of the plant
which are usually small, thin and dry.

This grade is known as "flyings," and
is used in granulated smoking tobacco.
The plant is then passed to the second
individual who strips off the next two
or three leaves. These are longer than
the "flyings" and show less imperfection,
but are thin and light bodied. This is
known as the "trash" grade—usable, but
not the best.
The third man removes the "lug"
grade furnished by the next two to four
leaves of the plant that are of full size
PIPE LOVERS

and relatively free from injury.
Next comes the portion of the leaf
grade known as "bright leaf" and is used
to a large extent in pipe mixtures which
employ hurley.
The fifth man picks the thicker,
heavier and stronger "red leaf" grade
which is also used to a great extent in
pipe mixtures, and the last man gets the
"tips" grade which constitutes the top
two or three leaves. This, incidentally
is not as choice and is considered of
lower grade.
It is usually in this manner that the
leaf is brought to market, after having
been tied in hands from 12 to 15 leaves
in a hand in the better grades, and from
15 to 20 leaves or more in a hand in
the cheaper grades. The grower keeps
the tobacco well moistened to prevent
it from harm due to drying out.

T

HE GRADING of Maryland to
bacco is practically the same as that
applied to burley except that there are
three fundamental grades — "seconds",
"bright leaf" or "crop", and "dull leaf"
or "second crop". The "seconds" cor
respond to the "lugs" in burley. The
"bright leaf" usually constitutes the
principal portion of the crop.
Dark air- and fire-cured tobacco is
graded at the time of stripping under
conditions similar to those for burley.
The terms applied to the grades are
"trash", "lugs", and "leaf". The "leaf"
is then usually subdivided into heavy
leaf, thin leaf, and short leaf.
And, as if this were not enough, each
of these is again divided according to
quality and color. The grower has
learned through experience that it pays
to make these subsequent gradings be
cause the price paid him for his crop is
based on the poorest leaf in the pile.
Thus by removing the low grade leaf,
he is assured of a higher sale price.
The grading of flue-cured tobacco is
much different from other tobaccos. In
this instance the tobacco is not graded
until after the tobacco has been cured,
as differing from the afore mentioned
tobaccos which are graded as soon as
they are stripped from the stalk.
After flue-cured tobacco has been
hanging in the heated barns, it obviously
is very dry and brittle. The first step
is to replenish it with moisture.
The opening of the barn doors and
windows is sometimes sufficient to ac
complish this end due to the normal
amount of humidity in the outside air.
In cases where the outside air is quite
dry, however, the floor of the barn is
then sprayed with water.
About two days later the tobacco will
have picked up enough moisture to per
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mit handling without damage. It is then
stored in a special building called the
pack house. The grading room, often
times a lean-to, is generally located on
the north side of the pack house. It
contains a maximum number of windows
to permit as much light as possible.
The ordering room is most con
veniently located between the barn and
the grading room. It must be kept
humidified, even if by nothing more than
a large pan of water on a stove.
Since flue-cured tobacco is harvested
by priming or picking the leaves from
the stalk, and since several separate
primings are made, this method of
harvesting automatically separates the
crop into its major grades. The differ
ences in the properties of the various
leaves of the plant depend largely upon
their position on the stalk.
It becomes, then, simply a matter of
keeping the different leaves separated
when they are pulled from the stalk.
Until market day the tobacco is
stacked in large "bulks" which are cov
ered with tarpaulins in order to retain
the moisture content.

T

HE SOLE purpose for grading to
bacco, at least from the grower's
standpoint, is so that it will bring a
higher price from the buyer, usually re
ferred to as the dealer. He, in turn, is
willing to pay a higher price to get his
tobacco all in uniform lots. The manu
facturing process is greatly expedited,
and except when the manufacturer must
further grade or sort the tobacco, there
is nothing more to be done to the leaf.

It should be pointed out that cheaper
grades do not necessarily mean inferior
tobacco. A good pipe mixture requires
several different kinds of tobacco to
create a well rounded blend.
For instance, a fully mature leaf, such
as those at the bottom of the plant, con
tains more starch than the more expen
sive leaves higher up on the plant. These
lower leaves are less desirable and there
fore bring a lower price on auction day.
But, during subsequent curing processes
this starch changes to sugar, and in some
mixtures a leaf with high sugar content
is required.
It is interesting to note the prices
which the various grades bring. In 1944
the average top price for the best fluecured leaf was 50 cents a pound, whereas
the average low was 29 cents a pound.
Burley the year before varied from 57
cents to 18 cents.
One of the greatest variances in recent
years was in 1935 when the best fluecured grade brought 42 cents, and the
lowest grade realized only 4 cents a
pound, less than one-tenth as much. Al
most as great was burley the following
year which varied from 61 cents to 6
cents.
It isn't always the best grades that
produce the best smoke, but the manu
facturer has to have some basis upon
which to select the tobacco he will blend.
He prefers good, clean, uniform leaf and
he is willing to pay more for it in this
condition, although there are numerous
formulas which call for a less expensive
grade in order to produce a superior
aroma as it comes from the pipe.

Grading of tobacco is done in a variety of ways. Here ripe leaves have been picked
from the growing stalk in the field. With some tobacco the whole stalk is hauled in.
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other implements he required to keep his
pipe in tip top shape.

Was it a Pipe?
Odd Smoking Contraption Served
As Combination Suitcase, Cane
and Cupboard as Well as Pipe
By E. H. FIELDS

W

HAT IS SAID to be about
the craziest pipe ever invented
(or created or dreamt up) was
that seen on the street of a small village
some miles south of Vienna in the early
1800's. A rather eccentric and not too
expert cabinet maker came along the
street one day smoking this odd looking
contraption much to the amazement of
his fellow townsmen.
The man, well along in years, was a
bit of a recluse and was known only as
Herman. No one seemed to know his
last name.
He was very fond of his pipes, of
which he had a few, made mostly of
apple or cherry wood. He was seldom
seen without a pipe in his mouth and
most of them were well worn, often
partly charred.
The modern word "gadgeteer" de
scribes him perfectly, for he was always
tinkering around trying to perfect every
thing he owned, which wasn't a great
deal.
His pipes didn't suit him. They were
always sufficient within themselves, per
haps, but Herman seemed to want to
"take his smoking stand along with him"
whenever he went for a smoke.
It must have been this urge or idea
that started him off on his creative
splurge. No one saw the monstrosity
while under construction, but when it
appeared on the street for the first time
everyone had to look a second and then
a third time.
It was a "thing," crudely made of
wood, which smoked. It was a long, nar
row, square box looking contraption, in
the top of which was an indentation for
tobacco—serving as the bowl. Extending
from the bottom of the bowl was a long
hollow reed stem which reached easily
to the mouth.
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The oddity was approximately three
feet long containing four sides which
were less than four inches in width. Of
course the pipe bowl was in reality a
minor part of the affair, and yet smok
ing seemed to be its primary reason for
existence.
At the bottom of the box were four
pegs so placed that they served as legs
and permitted the box to remain upright
when desired. Squarely in the center of
the bottom was a fifth peg, longer than
the rest, removable, and which served to
support the box when the owner used it
as a cane. At the top was a curved
handle which became a cane handle when
the box was used in this manner.
One of the four sides was hinged and
served as a door. Inside the long box
were a series of shelves and hooks, and
on these the eccentric owner kept his
precious tobacco — he couldn't afford
very much—cleaning tools, and all the

"I can't play a note, but this is an ideal
way to smoke tobacco."

B

UT THERE was lots of room left
in this odd looking device. This he
filled with anything and everything he
could cram in there which he might
use as he walked along the street. In fact
anything a man carries in his pocket
today would be found resting inside this
long combination cane-pipe-suitcase.
Herman continually tinkered with his
pipe-dream in an effort to make it serve
him more efficiently. Soon he began to
add hooks on the outside in order that
he might carry more of his belongings.
In effect it was a suitcase, for it car
ried practically every small item the odd
fellow possessed, and it smoked besides.
Herman didn't appear to be exactly
proud of his Rube Goldberg invention
and didn't display any great enthusiasm
to demonstrate its features. He seemed,
instead, to consider it a necessity, and a
convenient one at that, and the fact that
no one else cared to duplicate his effort
didn't concern him in the least. He
didn't try to advertise its versatility, nor
did he attempt to take orders and go
into the business of building them, al
though it was plain to see he considered
his "pipe" a thing he simply could not
do without.
No picture or drawing of the queer
gadget exists, or at least has ever been
found. The description presented here
appears in an old manuscript written by
an obscure German writer who lived at
the time and who describes the pipe as
something he saw while in the village.
It attracted his fancy and he got the
story from his friends who lived in the
town and who watched the "pipe" take
shape during the past several months.
OME OF THE present day smok
ing contraptions could almost be
likened to Herman's monstrosity. At
least some of them try to include prac
tically everything but the kitchen sink,
and it seems Herman's almost had that.
It is a wonder that he did not add a
water receptacle and try to do a bit of
water pipe smoking, or perhaps add a
few more bowls so that each could dry
out before it was again smoked.
Smokers looking for something new
to create which will serve a multitude
of uses might give Herr Herman's gad
get serious consideration. No doubt a
portable radio could be added, perhaps
a two-way communications system, a
nest for a few homing pigeons, and a
frozen food locker in which to store
some food to be eaten on the way.
I feel sure Herman would have in
cluded them in his odd affair if they had
been in existence at the time.
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Tobacco labels
Colorful Little Cardboards Were
Used to Increase Tobacco Sales
Bv LOUIS P. TROEGEK

ET THE complete series" reads
the notice on the back of the
label. "This is but one of 25.
Complete your set of these famous ac
tresses as quickly as possible. One is con
tained in each package of our finest
tobacco." The idea, of course, was not
only to get you to buy a certain brand
of tobacco, but to get you to buy at least
25 packages of it. You'd have to, if you
expected to complete a series.
Some of these labels were on the out
side, whereas others were on the inside.
Ehose on the outside were made as at(Continued on page 222)
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HERE'S A MAN in London
who will bet you $13 to your five
that your lighter won't work the
first time. The story is that he makes
good money on the deal.
He makes no stipulation as to the kind
of lighter you have, but he knows from
experience that the average smoker gives
little consideration to his lighter. If only
a minimum amount of care were
given, this Britisher couldn't continue his
money-making scheme.
Most smokers who own a lighter
know how to fill it, but that's about the
only attention it ever gets. When the
thing doesn't work, away it goes to a
repair shop, or perhaps into the desk
drawer where it is forgotten.
Filling a lighter is a necessary opera
tion, of course, but there are a number
of other operations that should be per
formed occasionally — depending upon
how often you use your lighter, and how
you treat it in between times.
Most lighters, when they are first
filled, emit a bit of the fluid onto the
flint or spark wheel, and when they are
wet a good hot spark is almost impos
sible. Don't cuss the lighter. Wipe it off
as best you can and then set it down for
a half hour or so until all of the fuel
evaporates and leaves the flint and spark
wheel dry. An old story to you veterans,
hut it's strange how few fellows who
have just purchased their first lighter
know about this.
Did you ever fill your lighter and
then find it needed a drink again the
next day? This means there is a leak
somewhere and you'll have to do some
thing about it. Lighter fluid evaporates
rapidly and a lighter must he as near

That Lighter Ready
A Few Simple Precautions and
Reasonable Care Will Keep any
Lighter in Tip-Top Condition
By DALE WILLIAMS
(Illustrations courtesy of Art Metal Works,
makers of Ronson Lighters)

air-tight as possible if one filling is to
last a normal length of time. Perhaps
the cap does not fit tightly. The wick
may be defective. The bottom may be
bent thus permitting the vapor to escape.
The insulating ring around the small
screw cap in the bottom of some lighters
may have become lost, thus allowing the
fluid to leak out. Also, the absorbent
filler may have in some way become de
fective. Each of these should be checked,
and if the trouble is not found, let your
local repair man look it over.

T

HERE ARE good flints and bad
flints. Four for a dime may turn
out to be cheaper than six for a dime
when in actual use. Any flint gives a
spark, but a good flint gives a big,
healthy spark and lowers your percent
age of misses.
As flints wear down they should be
replaced, or another flint placed in back
of the one in use to give it more pressure
against the spark wheel. In lighters
where the pressure is adjustable, it
should be kept tight, or you'll swear the
darn thing is no good.
Suppose for instance you have just
placed a new flint in the lighter hut
still it refuses to give off a good fire
works display. If you're sure the spring
tension is correct and everything else is
in line, then check your spark wheel.
This little fella with the 32 teeth may
need a tooth brushing. He is well made
for the accumulation of dust, lint, and
other foreign matter that makes him
quite impotent when he is flicked.
An old tooth brush may do the job,
or, if too large, you can get a regular
spark wheel brush made especially for
the purpose of keeping him clean. And
incidentally, the best time to do this
dental operation is just after you have
filled the lighter and he is saturated
with lighter fluid, which, by the way, is
a darn good cleaning solvent. And if no
brush is available, use an ever handy
pipe cleaner. It is a good substitute.
Another thing, too, this guy may have
a few teeth missing. It does happen in
the best of lighters.
If he does, it means a trip to the
dentist for an overhaul, which in this
case usually results in a new set of teeth.

T

HE WICK isn't supposed to burn,
but there are times when it will, and
that's not good. About the time your
lighter needs a drink you're probably out
to the ball game and the fluid is at
home.
So you baby the thing along and coax
a flame out of it. Yes, you can get a
flame, but if the lighter is dry, it's the
wick that is burning.
(Continued on page 219)
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ND NOW they want our pipes!
First they cut off their hair,
then they started taking our
jobs, next it was wearing our pants,
and now they're after our pipes. Yep,
the one pleasure we thought was ours
and ours alone is now being invaded by
the fair sex.
Well, brothers of the bowl, what
should we do? Welcome them into our
fraternity, or hang up the "keep out"
sign? To take a more realistic view of
the situation, we won't do the former,
and the latter is impossible, so, there the
situation stands.
For some time now I have noticed
women are taking to what we always
considered "our own." Mostly they do
it because they like it, and not to show
off. I don't recall ever having seen a
woman and a pipe together in a restaur
ant, on the avenue, or anywhere else
in public, although I have heard of
such things.
Instead, it seems, our feminine
devotees prefer the privacy of their own
home when they partake of a bowlful.
Of course, there are those who pose
with a pipe for the publicity it affords
them, such as our well known movie
actresses, but then again there are others
who have a more reasonable view of the
matter such as Veronica Lake. Her hus
band is an inveterate pipe smoker, but
like the most of us he dislikes breaking
in a new pipe. Yes, you guessed it, she
breaks them in for him.
"I enjoy it," she says. "They're not
bad, even when new, if you smear honey
in the bowl first. I've found a little
lemon helps, too."
Barbara Carrol recently walked into
a New York pipe shop and "tried on"
several pipes. After finding a couple that
suited her she made her purchase and
left.
Elizabeth Paine is another who takes
her pipes seriously, for, she says: "I
smoke them because I like them. Can
you think of a better reason ?"

S

OME HOLD the view that it is
but a fad and will pass in time.
Of this school is Sheila Walker, college
student, who, after finishing her studies
recently at a Canadian university, settled
herself in her deck chair on the steamer
bound for her home in British Guinea,
hauled out her corncob pipe and lighted
it. "I have a surprise for the girls back
home," she said. "I'll bet it starts a new
fad."
That's just what it turned out to be
at the University of Iowa about three
years ago when many of the college
co-eds packed a Missouri meerschaum.
The idea was all the rage for a while,
JULY, 1948

Evelyn Shatter accepts a light from her husband, Gerald, as she sits down for a
moment of relaxation. She says she enjoys the cool, light smoke of a Calabash.

Pipes and the Fair Sex
Women Pipe Smokers are Shy on
The Subject, But They Have Their
Preferences the Same as We Men
By CARL ACKERMAN

but when the fuss died down, so did the
pipes.
The trend to feminine participation in
our favorite diversion is difficult to de
termine because seldom does it reach
the headlines, as did the above instances.
I have heard of many quiet women in
private life who enjoy a pipe now and
then, but upon investigation I find they
sort of close up and refuse to say much
more than a word or two on the subject.
And never do they want their name
mentioned.
One of the most avid of these is a
woman in her thirties who lives in one
of our western states. Her husband "be
longs" and she became interested in his
pipes. He then became interested in her

interest and the two of them decided to
do a bit of research on the subject. They
even went so far as to employ a clipping
service to send them any information
concerning women and pipes.
The wife enjoys a pipe with her hus
band in their own home, but never par
takes "in public."
Another admirer of the briar has made
a thorough study of the subject, and
knows pipes from inside out. And al
though she speaks from experience, I
have never seen her smoke one of her
pipes. This she reserves for the privacy
of her own apartment, where she and
her husband have some of the finest pipes
I have ever seen.
(Continued on page 220)
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Top, an ancient Kiseru pipe 7 V6 inches long used during the Yedo era. Center, lady's
pipe used in 1603. Pipe in lower picture shows small ridge on bottom ol pipe bowl.

E

VERY PIPE collector looks for
ward to the time when he can run
across an unusual and valuable pipe, one
that is different from the usual piece,
and something his friends do not have.
I experienced that sensation recently
when I was fortunate enough to acquire
some very old and very rare Japanese
pipes. I can assure you it is a thrill that
doesn't come often.
While talking pipes to a friend he
told me that a woman he knew had
visited the Orient 20 years ago and had
brought back some very rare and very
unusual pipes from Japan. He didn't
know too much about them, but he was
under the impression the woman had no
great interest in them and that she might
consider disposing of them.
I didn't waste any time in looking up
208
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Japan some years earlier from which it
is believed that smoking had gradually
become a habit among a limited number
during the latter years of the tycoon
Toyo-Tomi.
Although it is not really known what
cast of a pipe was used, that of the
middle and lower classes seems to have
been made up of a reed stem and a
bamboo bowl.
Pipes with a bamboo stem and a metal
bowl took the people's fancy when smok
ing became more popular.
The long stem pipe gradually became
to be used in the house only, and the
short type often seen so much today was
popular outside of the home, always in
the company of the tobacco pouch.
Most interesting of all was to learn
that some of the more decorative pipes
were at one time smoked in the Japanese
Temples and were therefore known as
Japanese Temple pipes.

this lady and asked her just what it was
she had and if I might see them. As
might be expected, I began to size her
up and tried to determine in my own
mind just what approach I should use
in an attempt to get her to let me have
the pipes in case I decided they were
something I wanted.
What I saw made my breath prac
tically stop. And as she unfolded the
story behind them I could see that any
price she would ask would be far beyond
my means, so I began to look at them
as a visitor and not as one who was
considering making a trade or a pur
chase.
The pipes were centuries old. One of
them, a 16 inch long Japanese brass
pipe, was used as early as 1624. She was
well versed in the history of these pipes
and the custom of pipe smoking in
Japan.
She explained that the long slender
Japanese pipes were modelled after Chi
nese ones. Ancient records show that
tobacco was first planted at Nagasaki,
the only Japanese port open to trade and
commerce, though there is every reason
to believe that tobacco leaves for smok
ing purposes had been introduced into

Japanese Temple Pipes
Collector Describes Unusual Find
Of Ancient Metal Pipes Used in
Japan Over Three Centuries Ago
By ED COPELAND

PIPE LOVERS

beautiful of the pipes this woman had
were the two shown at the bottom of
this page. The one on the left, including
the close-up view, is about the most
beautiful pipe of its kind I have ever
seen. It is a big Kiseru Japanese pipe
with a relief pattern in gold and silver
which actually defies description. The
pipe is quite heavy, and was used by
professional wrestlers and Kyokaku, a
Japanese prototype of Robin Hood dur
ing the Yedo era.
This pipe, almost a foot long, besides
furnishing its owner with a good smoke,

also served him as a weapon when neces
sary.
Just how the relief work was accom
plished seems to be a mystery. By some
unknown process the metal was pulled
or combed, probably while it was hot,
and left to cool in a most unusual pat
tern.
It is mostly gold, with the little dots
or eyes being of silver.
The pipe shown at the right (both full
view and close-up of the design) is also
a Kiseru. It is made of iron and is very
(Continued on page 219)

Left, professional wrestler's pipe of gold and silver used during Yedo era. Right,
dragon design of gold and silver has been hammered into iron pipe by secret process.
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HE PIPE shown at the top of page
208 is a Kiseru pipe made of iron
and measures I1/* inches long. It was
used by Ky Ka Ku during the Yedo
era. Just below it is another Kiseru pipe
of the same era which was used by a
court lady in waiting and dates back to
1603. It measures over seven inches and
the elaborate design is in gold. This
style of pipe was used for over 250
years.
I was interested to note that one pipe
had the resemblance of a resting arm
underneath the bowl. This brass pipe
which was used in the early 1600's em
ployed this metal ridge to keep the hot
bowl from burning table tops or other
objects with which it might come in
contact.
The pipe, pictured third on the op
posite page, is 16 inches long and is
made of brass. The general use of long
pipes in early days shows that type was
used more by the women at home than
the men. This pipe has a beautiful floral
pattern in relief.
What I considered to be the most
JULY, 1948
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tically stop. And as she unfolded the
story behind them I could see that any
price she would ask would be far beyond
my means, so I began to look at them
as a visitor and not as one who was
considering making a trade or a purchase.
The pipes were centuries old. One of
them, a 16 inch long Japanese brass
pipe, was used as early as 1624. She was
well versed in the history of these pipes
and the custom of pipe smoking in
Japan.
She explained that the long slender
Japanese pipes were modelled after Chi
nese ones. Ancient records show that
tobacco was first planted at Nagasaki,
the only Japanese port open to trade and
commerce, though there is every reason
to believe that tobacco leaves for smok
Top, an ancient Kiseru pipe 7^4 inches long used during the Yedo era. Center, lady s
ing purposes had been introduced into
pipe used in 1603. Pipe in lower picture shows small ridge on bottom of pipe bowl.
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VERY PIPE collector looks for
ward to the time when he can run
across an unusual and valuable pipe, one
that is different from the usual piece,
and something his friends do not have.
I experienced that sensation recently
when I was fortunate enough to acquire
some very old and very rare Japanese
pipes. I can assure you it is a thrill that
doesn't come often.
While talking pipes to a friend he
told me that a woman he knew had
visited the Orient 20 years ago and had
brought back some very rare and very
unusual pipes from Japan. He didn't
know too much about them, but he was
under the impression the woman had no
great interest in them and that she might
consider disposing of them.
I didn't waste any time in looking up
208

.Japanese Temple Pipes
Collector Describes Unusual Find
Of Ancient Metal Pipes Used in
Japan Over Three Centuries Ago
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Japan some years earlier from which it
is believed that smoking had gradually
become a habit among a limited number
during the latter years of the tycoon
Toyo-Tomi.
Although it is not really known what
cast of a pipe was used, that of the
middle and lower classes seems to have
been made up of a reed stem and a
bamboo bowl.
Pipes with a bamboo stem and a metal
howl took the people's fancy when smok
ing became more popular.
The long stem pipe gradually became
to be used in the house only, and the
short type often seen so much today was
popular outside of the home, always in
the company of the tobacco pouch.
Most interesting of all was to learn
that some of the more decorative pipes
were at one time smoked in the Japanese
Temples and were therefore known as
Japanese Temple pipes.

beautiful of the pipes this woman had
were the two shown at the bottom of
this page. The one on the left, including
the close-up view, is about the most
beautiful pipe of its kind I have ever
seen. It is a big Kiseru Japanese pipe
with a relief pattern in gold and silver
which actually defies description. The
pipe is quite heavy, and was used by
professional wrestlers and Kyokaku, a
Japanese prototype of Robin Hood dur
ing the Yedo era.
This pipe, almost a foot long, besides
furnishing its owner with a good smoke,

also served him as a weapon when neces
sary.
Just how the relief work was accom
plished seems to be a mystery. By some
unknown process the metal was pulled
or combed, probably while it was hot,
and left to cool in a most unusual pat
tern.
It is mostly gold, with the little dots
or eyes being of silver.
The pipe shown at the right (both full
view and close-up of the design) is also
a Kiseru. It is made of iron and is very
(Continued on page 219)

Left, professional wrestler's pipe of gold and silver used during Yedo era. Right,
dragon design of gold and silver has been hammered into iron pipe by secret process.
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HE PIPE shown at the top of page
208 is a Kiseru pipe made of iron
and measures 7>4 inches long. It was
used by Ky Ka Ku during the Yedo
era. Just below it is another Kiseru pipe
of the same era which was used by a
court lady in waiting and dates back to
1603. It measures over seven inches and
the elaborate design is in gold. This
style of pipe was used for over 250
years.
I was interested to note that one pipe
had the resemblance of a resting arm
underneath the bowl. This brass pipe
which was used in the early 1600's em
ployed this metal ridge to keep the hot
bowl from burning table tops or other
objects with which it might come in
contact.
The pipe, pictured third on the op
posite page, is 16 inches long and is
made of brass. The general use of long
pipes in early days shows that type was
used more by the women at home than
the men. This pipe has a beautiful floral
pattern in relief.
What I considered to be the most
JULY, 1948
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Breaking In
the New Pipe

P I P E CRAFT

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Believing that break

ing in a new pipe is of primary interest
to a ll r eaders, PIPE LOVERS presents in this
column each month the recommendations
suggested by America's leading pipe and
tobacco manufacturers. This month's sugquestions come from L. & II. Stern, I nc.,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.)

A

NY MAN is proud of a fine pipe
and likes to keep it in first class
condition. Follow these friendly sugges
tions and your pipe will give you dis
tinguished service, grow sweeter day by
day.
The tobacco should not be "packed"
in when filling your pipe. Instead, let
the bulk of the tobacco just fill the bowl
without pressing it.
Never hold the pipe by the end of the
mouthpiece or stem while emptying it.
To do so risks breaking either the stem
or the shank. Instead, grasp the bowl
firmly in the palm of the hand and tap
gently. Don't knock it on hard surfaces
but remove the ash and wattle by loosen
ing it with the spoon of a pipe tool and
gently tapping the pipe on the palm of
the hand.
You should never let the cake in your
pipe exceed 1/16 of an inch in thickness.
When it gets beyond this thickness, it
should be removed. Danger is likely to
result if sharp instruments are used,
therefore the careful owner will not
scrape his pipe howl with knives, or
other sharp instruments when removing
the cake.
The cake should always be removed
with a pipe reamer or a dull edged knife.
Of course some cake is always allowed
to remain in the pipe.
In cleaning the pipe bowl and stem,
do not use liquids, steam or so-called
pipe cleaning compounds. Instead, keep
the pipe clean by running a pipe cleaner
through the bowl and stem once a day.
This absorbs the moisture and residue
which is formed while the pipe is being
smoked.
After cleaning, it is best to leave the
pipe in the open so it may air and dry
out. When such airing is done, care
must be taken to see that the pipe is not
left in the sun, as this causes the bit to
deteriorate and discolor.
Don't refill a pipe that is hot. Let it
cool before repacking.
It is not a good practice to smoke the
same pipe continuously, as pipes need
rest.
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Paper Discs
MY FAVORITE BLEND

Align St em

(Each month the editors of PIPE LOVERS award to the person sending in the
best "Favorite Blend" a Rogers Air-Tite Tobacco Pouch, courtesy of Rogers
Imports, Inc., of New York, N. Y. All contributions should be addressed to
the editor.)

A good outdoor smoke is this one which I find ideal for this time
of year:
Shredded Plug Burley....
Virginia
Perique
Aromix

2 oz.
y2 0z.
0z.
yA oz.

It is full bodied and tastes fine when smoked slowly in a large
bowl.
—DAVE SCHNEIDER,
Knoxville, Term.

Easy W ick
Replacement
As a pipe- and gadget-lover, I'm nat
urally fond of my pipe-lighter. However,
replacing a used-up wick, which is a
problem with any lighter, is doubly dif
ficult with my model because of the
inaccessability of the small hole through
which it runs.
(The hole is located in the middle of
the open tube in which the flame burns
and is almost impossible to reach by any
normal means.)
The "wired wicks" sold by most to
bacco shops would at first thought seem
to be an ideal solution.
In case you aren't familiar with them,
these have a fine wire, held in place by
a band of thin metal completely en
circling the wick, extending on out from
the end of the wick itself.
The idea is to pass the wire through
the hole and then pull the wick through
from the other side (the cotton, of
course, must be removed from the lighter
first).

However, these wicks defeat their own
purpose, as the metal band usually will
not go through the hole at all; even if it
were small enough in diameter, the
edges of the metal almost always project
slightly and catch.
My solution is to make my own
"wired wick," substituting a piece of
transparent "Scotch" tape for the metal
band to hold the wire in place.
The tape adds virtually no width of
its own to the wick, and if put on care
fully and tightly actually compresses the
wick itself somewhat, making replace-v
ment a much easier task.
A length of fairly heavy thread may
be used instead of the wire if desired.
In any case, the end of the wire or
thread laid against the wick should be
doubled back after the first winding of
tape is placed around it and another
winding put on, thus assuring that it will
not slip out.
The tape is easy to remove after the
wick is in place.
—LARRY SHAW,
Schenectady, N. Y.
PIPE LOVERS

If your pipe has a screw mount stem,
you have no doubt had trouble with
slippage and have noticed that in time
the stem will not line up properly with
the shank.
This may be due to a number of
causes such as the inner threaded portion
in the shank turning slightly to the right.
In order to correct this condition, it
becomes necessary to return this portion
to its original position, which is a few
degrees in a counter-clockwise direction.
This is practically impossible to do
with the tools ordinarily owned in the
home workshop.
Since this remedy cannot be p erformed
easily, I ran across another idea which
does the job just as well.

Briar I nsert
Repairs Bit
I have noted several instances where
readers who break their shanks make a
small metal connecting link which fits
into the shank opening and also into the
stem opening.
This connection is all right, it serves
well, but I somehow do not go for metal
adapters or filters or anything else of a
foreign nature in my pipes.
So when one of my pipe stems broke,
I proceeded to do a repair job on it,
keeping away from any metal inserts in
the process.
As may be seen in the accompanying
illustration, the problem was solved by
making a small wooden connector out of
briar.
It is not a difficult operation, but re
quires a little care and patience to do the
job so that a snug fit results.
JULY, 1948

More

Enjoyable

This is to go to your local stationery
store and purchase a few round gummed
paper reinforcements (the kind with the
hole in the center and are just the size
of candy lifesavers).
Take one, moisten it, and place it on
the end of the shank. Screw the tenon
into the shank and see if the error in
alignment has been corrected. If not, use
another paper disc, and even a third if
necessary.
If some of the paper sticks out beyond
the side of the pipe shank, it can be re
moved with a razor blade or a file.
If it shows up white against the brown
shank, a bit of ordinary household iodine
will color it to blend with the briar, or
if it is against the black rubber stem, a
bit of India ink, lamp black, or common
black shoe polish will complete the job,
—GEORGE CONAWAY,
Corning, N. Y.

First of all a hole must be bored in
the hard rubber stem. This should be
approximately the same size as the mor
tise in the shank. If possible it should be
just a shade smaller, although this is not
at all necessary.
A piece of briar or other wood is then
placed in the vice (or lathe) and a oneeighth inch hole drilled through the
center. It is then turned
down until one-half of
I
it fits sungly in the hole
-Vy \ v.
in the stem. The other
half is also turned down
until it fits into the
shank. The first fit (in
^wSm.
the stem) should be so
tight that once placed
it is difficult to remove,
while the shank fitting
should be just tight
enough to permit re
moval of the new con
nection at will.

Pass 'Em Along
Pass along your ideas, short cuts,
pet discoveries, and suggestions to
fellow pipe enthusiasts.
Contributors
whose ideas are accepted and appear on
this page are given a Ronson Lighter
employing the "press, it's lit—release,
it's out" action, together with a Ronson
Servicer which consist of a full kit of
lighter accessories, courtesy of the Ronson Lighter Manufacturer.
Send all contributions, with photos
and diagrams when necessary, to the
editor. This is your page. The other
fellow wants to know what you've dis
covered that makes pipe smoking more
enjoyable, the same as you like to read
about his, so send yours in today.

Air Intake
Cools Smoke
I have noticed that some smokers make
holes near the bottom of the howl or
along the stem for the purpose of per
mitting air to enter the bowl or shank
and in this manner dilute the smoke,
thus making it cooler.
I have hit upon a similar idea which
gets the same results, but which doesn't
cause an operation on the pipe with any
drill.
The idea is to open the lips a very
small fraction of an inch when drawing
on the pipe. This allows a very small
portion of air to enter along with the
smoke, and the effect in the mouth is
practically the same.
There is a sort of a trick to it, hut
this is soon acquired after a few trials.
The smoker can draw in the usual man
ner to light the pipe, and then switch to
the system above to enjoy the pipe more
fully.
—C. W. DODDS,
Austin, Texas

'

; V.<

-MAURICE JAMES,
Springfield, Mass.
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Breaking In
the New Pipe
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Believing that break
ing in a new pipe is of primary interest
to all readers, PIPE LOVERS presents in this
column each month the recommendations
suggested by America's leading pipe and
tobacco manufacturers. This month's sugquestions come from L. & II. Stern, I nc.,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.)

A

NY MAN is proud of a fine pipe
and likes to keep it in first class
condition. Follow these friendly sugges
tions and your pipe will give you dis
tinguished service, grow sweeter day by
day.
The tobacco should not be "packed"
in when filling your pipe. Instead, let
the bulk of the tobacco just fill the bowl
without pressing it.
Never hold the pipe by the end of the
mouthpiece or stem while emptying it.
To do so risks breaking either the stem
or the shank. Instead, grasp the bowl
firmly in the palm of the hand and tap
gently. Don't knock it on hard surfaces
but remove the ash and wattle by l oosen
ing it with the spoon of a pipe tool and
gently tapping the pipe on the palm of
the hand.
You should never let the cake in your
pipe exceed 1/16 of an inch in thickness.
When it gets beyond this thickness, it
should be removed. Danger is likely to
result if sharp instruments are used,
therefore the careful owner will not
scrape his pipe howl with knives, or
other sharp instruments when removing
the cake.
The cake should always be removed
with a pipe reamer or a dull edged knife.
Of course some cake is always allowed
to remain in the pipe.
In cleaning the pipe bowl and stem,
do not use liquids, steam or so-called
pipe cleaning compounds. Instead, keep
the pipe clean by running a pipe cleaner
through the bowl and stem once a day.
This absorbs the moisture and residue
which is formed while the pipe is being
smoked.
After cleaning, it is best to leave the
pipe in the open so it may air and dry
out. When such airing is done, care
must be taken to see that the pipe is not
left in the sun, as this causes the bit to
deteriorate and discolor.
Don't refill a pipe that is hot. Let it
cool before repacking.
It is not a good practice to smoke the
same pipe continuously, as pipes need
rest.
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MY FAVORITE BLEND
(Each month the editors of PIPE LOVERS award to the person sending in the
best "Favorite Blend" a Rogers Air-Tite Tobacco Pouch, courtesy of Rogers
Imports, Inc., of New York, N. Y . All contributions should be addressed to
the editor.)

A good outdoor smoke is this one which I find ideal for this time
of year:
Shredded Plug Burley
Virginia
Perique
Aromix

-----

2
#
34
34

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

It is full bodied and tastes fine when smoked slowly in a large
bowl.
—DAVE SCHNEIDER,
Knoxville, Term.

Easy Wick
Replacement
As a pipe- and gadget-lover, I'm nat
urally fond of my pipe-lighter. However,
replacing a used-up wick, which is a
problem with any lighter, is doubly dif
ficult with my model because of the
inaccessability of the small hole through
which it runs.
(The hole is located in the middle of
the open tube in which the flame burns
and is almost impossible to reach by any
normal means.)
The "wired wicks" sold by most to
bacco shops would at first thought seem
to be an ideal solution.
In case you aren't familiar with them,
these have a fine wire, held in place by
a band of thin metal completely en
circling the wick, extending on out from
the end of the wick itself.
The idea is to pass the wire through
the hole and then pull the wick through
from the other side (the cotton, of
course, must be removed from the lighter
first).

However, these wicks defeat their own
purpose, as the metal band usually will
not go through the hole at all; even if it
were small enough in diameter, the
edges of the metal almost always project
slightly and catch.
My solution is to make my own
"wired wick," substituting a piece of
transparent "Scotch" tape for the metal
band to hold the wire in place.
The tape adds virtually no width of
its own to the wick, and if put on care
fully and tightly actually compresses the
wick itself somewhat, making replace-x
ment a much easier task.
A length of fairly heavy thread may
be used instead of the wire if desired.
In any case, the end of the wire or
thread laid against the wick should be
doubled back after the first winding of
tape is placed around it and another
winding put on, thus assuring that it will
not slip out.
The tape is easy to remove after the
wick is in place.
-LARRY SHAW,
Schenectady, N . Y.
PIPE LOVERS
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Paper Discs
Align Stem
If your pipe has a screw mount stem,
you have no doubt had trouble with
slippage and have noticed that in time
the stem will not line up properly with
the shank.
This may be due to a number of
causes such as the inner threaded portion
in the shank turning slightly to the right.
In order to correct this condition, it
becomes necessary to return this portion
to its original position, which is a few
degrees in a counter-clockwise direction.
This is practically impossible to do
with the tools ordinarily owned in the
home workshop.
Since this remedy cannot be performed
easily, I ran across another idea which
does the job just as well.

Briar Insert
Repairs Bit
I have noted several instances where
readers who break their shanks make a
small metal connecting link which fits
into the shank opening and also into the
stem opening.
This connection is all right, it serves
well, but I somehow do not go for metal
adapters or filters or anything else of a
foreign nature in my pipes.
So when one of my pipe stems broke,
I proceeded to do a repair job on it,
keeping away from any metal inserts in
the process.
As may be seen in the accompanying
illustration, the problem was solved by
making a small wooden connector out of
briar.
It is not a difficult operation, but re
quires a little care and patience to do the
job so that a snug fit results.
JULY, 1948

More

Enjoyable

This is to go to your local stationery
store and purchase a few round gummed
paper reinforcements (the kind with the
hole in the center and are just the size
of candy lifesavers).
Take one, moisten it, and place it on
the end of the shank. Screw the tenon
into the shank and see if the error in
alignment has been corrected. If not, use
another paper disc, and even a third if
necessary.
If some of the paper sticks out beyond
the side of the pipe shank, it can be re
moved with a razor blade or a file.
If it shows up white against the brown
shank, a bit of ordinary household iodine
will color it to blend with the briar, or
if it is against the black rubber stem, a
bit of India ink, lamp black, or common
black shoe polish will complete the job.
—GEORGE CONAWAY,

Corning, N. Y.

First of all a hole must be bored in
the hard rubber stem. This should be
approximately the same size as the mor
tise in the shank. If possible it should be
just a shade smaller, although this is not
at all necessary.
A piece of briar or other wood is then
placed in the vice (or lathe) and a oneeighth inch hole drilled through the
center. It is then turned
w
down until one-half of
it fits sungly in the hole
in the stem. The other
half is also turned down
until it fits into the
shank. The first fit (in
the stem) should be so
tight that once placed
it is difficult to remove,
while the shank fitting
should be just tight
enough to permit re
moval of the new con
nection at will.

Pass 9 Em Along
Pass along your ideas, short cuts,
pet discoveries, and suggestions to
fellow pipe enthusiasts.
Contributors
whose ideas are accepted and appear on
this page are given a Ronson Lighter
employing the "press, it's lit—release,
it's out" action, together with a Ronson
Servicer which consist of a full kit of
lighter accessories, courtesy of the Ronson Lighter Manufacturer.
Send all contributions, with photos
and diagrams when necessary, to the
editor. This is your page. The other
fellow wants to know what you've dis
covered that makes pipe smoking more
enjoyable, the same as you like to read
about his, so send yours in today.

Air Intake
Cools Smoke
I have noticed that some smokers make
holes near the bottom of the bowl or
along the stem for the purpose of per
mitting air to enter the bowl or shank
and in this manner dilute the smoke,
thus making it cooler.
I have hit upon a similar idea which
gets the same results, but which doesn't
cause an operation on the pipe with any
drill.
The idea is to open the lips a very
small fraction of an inch when drawing
on the pipe. This allows a very small
portion of air to enter along with the
smoke, and the effect in the mouth is
practically the same.
There is a sort of a trick to it, but
this is soon acquired after a few trials.
The smoker can draw in the usual man
ner to light the pipe, and then switch to
the system above to enjoy the pipe more
fully.
—C. W. DODDS,

Austin, Texas

—MAURICE JAMES,

Springfield, Mass.
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WHAT'S
New Pipes
By

Biltmore

The Biltmore Pipe Corporation has
announced two new pipes which are now
being offered to pipe smokers. These are
the Cromwell and the Biltmore DeLuxe,
both of which are described by the
manufacturer as being made of high
grade imported briar.
The Cromwell features the Dry-Well
Smoke Purifier, has a metal band on the
shank, and features an interchangeable
comfort bit.
The Biltmore DeLuxe features a ster
ling silver band, and a seachaum inner
bowl that is porous and will absorb
nicotine and tars.
The DeLuxe is available in most of
the standard shapes and styles.
The firm also announces resumption
of the manufacture of all styles and
shapes in their standard pipes, the Blue
Ribbon, the Reserve and the Executive.

Collier
Cob Pipe
The Collier, an aristocratic corn cob
pipe, has just been announced by the
Missouri Meerschaum Pipe Company of
Washington, Missouri.
The pipe, said to be the most exten
sive ever offered in the corn cob line,
is made from a specially cultured cob
and features a long stem. The new Col
lier sells for one dollar, which is be
lieved to be the highest priced corn cob
pipe ever made.

Lighter Firm
Is Or ganized
A new firm to be known as Lighter
Parts, Inc., has been organized in Pitts
burgh, Penna. Jack Levin, well known
in pipe and tobacco circles in that area,
heads the new company and states that
lighters of all kinds are repaired prompt
ly and efficiently.
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Kaywoodie Churchwarden
Is Again in Production
Is M ade
Of Briar
The Kaywoodie Pipe Company has
just announced that its Churchwarden
model is once more available, having
been discontinued during the war years.
This familiar style is almost a foot
long, and is made of the best briar ob
tainable. The long stem insures a cool
smoke, and the Churchwarden, now as
always, is a cool pipe for solitary medi
tation.
It is available in most states and may
be obtained in three different sizes and
price ranges.

Pipe Cleaner
By the Yard
Over ten feet of pipe cleaner is wound
in a new type plastic-cased container
which is said to be no larger than a
pocket watch.
The product, manufactured by the
Nupak Pipe Cleaner Co. of Pasadena,
Calif., is easily carried on the person
where it is instantly available for use.
It is known as the Rola and permits
a cleaner to be cut off at any length de
sired, although a notch appears at every
six inches in order to facilitate cutting
the cleaner at standard lengths. There
are 20 such sections.
The pocket piece consumes a mini

mum amount of space and sells for only
a dime.

Hookah Features
Colored Glass
Colored glass decanters are now fas
tened in the new series of Turkish
Hookah water pipes which are being
manufactured by the Century Briar Pipe
Company of Brooklyn. Besides the cus
tomary transparent glass, amber is also
available.
The firm has recently announced a
newly designed crystal decanter in multi
colored Turkish decorations. The later
models are available with one or two
smoking cables.
When two cables are employed in
smoking a water pipe, it is necessary that
one must be shut off while the other is
in use, otherwise the second tube will
not operate properly.

Big Ben
By Benjamin
The Benjamin Briar Company of
Brooklyn has announced a new pipe
style known as the Big Ben, which is
described as a sturdy looking, bent stem
number.
It has a large meerschaum bowl which
fits into the briarwood without making
any bulky appearance.
PIPE LOVERS

New Plastic Pouch Has
Several Novel Features
Air Tight
Construction
A new type tobacco pouch known as
the Lucifer has just been announced
by the Armstrong Enterprises of New
York, N. Y.
The pouch is made of plastic and is
shaped to fit the pocket. As illustrated
here, there is a sliding section on one
end which is pushed to one
side to permit easy filling of
the pouch.
On the opposite end there
is a nother sliding section which uncovers
a small round hole just the size of the
pipe bowl which permits easy filling of
the pipe. A slight tapping on the case
sends even damp tobacco into the pipe
bowl.
The air-tight construction keeps the
tobacco factory fresh, and the shape of
the Lucifer keeps the tobacco in its orig
inal large pieces, preventing it from be
coming powdery as is often the case with
conventional type pouches.
It holds a full two ounces of tobacco
and is transparent, thus permitting a full
view of the remaining contents at any
time.

majority of pipe shops throughout the
country.

inside the Hotel
B y CH I C W I L L I AM S

The National Pipe Hospital, headed by
John F. Crider, has been opened in Silver
Lake, Indiana. . . .
Pipe shop operators have noticed a recent
increase in the number of requests and in
quiries from the public for odd and unusual
pipes, mostly by collectors. . . .
Practically all items discontinued during
the war are now available. . . .
Moore Krier, Civil War veteran of Wil
low Grove, Penna., recently celebrated his
100th birthday by requesting a new pipe
and a can of his favorite tobacco. . . .
The first 1000 pipe smokers attending
the new Universal motion picture "All My
Sons" in a Brooklyn theater recently were
presentd with a package of Edward G. Rob
inson tobacco—a gift of Robinson who stars
in the film. . . .
The American Legion has awarded the
Custombilt Pipe Company of Indianapolis a
citation for its policy of hiring disabled vet
erans in its factory. . . .
Tapered pipe cleaners with a strong,
almost unbendable wire core, are rumored
in the near future. . . .

New Device Uses Water
To Break in New Pipes
Simple to

Sir Arlington
Is Revealed
The Sir Arlington, a new style de
signed by t he Arlington Briar Pipe Com
pany of Brooklyn, N. Y., is now being
shipped from the factory, according to a
recent statement by company officials.
The design is said to be a combination
between the Oom Paul and the squat
bulldog, and is available in either a
rustic or virgin finish.

New Bowers
Pipe Lighter
Pipe smokers should find "Pipe-ALite" to their liking, for it has been de
signed especially for pipe smokers.
A product of the Bowers Manufactur
ing Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan,
the new lighter which is known as the
Bowers No. Three makes pipe lighting
a simple task. Company officials say the
new lighter is now available in the
JULY, 1948

Operate
Pipe smokers who
dislike those disagree
able moments of break
ing in a new pipe will
be interested in the new
"Kake- A-Pipe" which
is now being offered
by A. Larry Stone of
Palos Verdes Estates,
California.
The device is ex
tremely simple to use.
It is fastened to an or
dinary water faucet as is shown in the
accompanying illustration, and the bit of
the pipe is then placed between the
rubber lips extending out on the right
hand side.
The pipe is. filled with tobacco and
the water then turned on as the match
is applied. The pipe will smoke and the
cake begins to form. It should be allowed
to smoke slowly, and the speed is regu
lated by the rate of flow of the water.
It can be turned on full force until

the tobacco is lighted, but should then
be cut down until the pipe smokes very
slowly.
A check valve prevents the water from
backing up in the pipe. When the bowl
ful has been smoked the pipe should be
allowed to cool before the process is re
peated. It should then be c ontinued until
a good cake formation has been started.
The device is made of aluminum and
with care should last a lifetime.
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OMPLETION of the reorgan
ization of the National Order of
Pipe Smokers has just been announced
by the national offices in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Fifty pipe smokers have become char
ter members, and have elected Albert
I. Almand to serve
as president, s u c 
ceeding Dr. Horace
Grant, the Order's
first president who
passed on some
twenty years ago.
Final Arrangements Completed in
Secretary of the
group is Thomas H.
Reorganization of N.O.P.S. Group
Lewis, prominent
Atlanta attorney.
Elects Almand as New President
President Almand
a n n o u n c e s t ha t
ALMAND
m e m b e rship cards
will be mailed to all
members in the very near future, and brother, both pipe collectors, are inter ing full particulars and the time and
it is his hope that local chapters will ested in getting a few of the fellows to place of the initial meeting.
soon be formed in various cities through gether and start the ball rolling.
ESSEX, MARYLAND
out the country.
There are many interested pipe smok
Whether a new "club" has been
Numerous persons have expressed ers in his vicinity who would welcome
their approval of the Order's idea which such a club, he says—a place where they formed in this town is a matter of in
is simply to promote peace and good could pool their ideas and enjoy the terpretation, but the following letter was
recently received from an enthusiastic
fellowship. Says Herman Hancock, one tales of other pipe enthusiasts.
clubber there.
of the charter members and City Hall
Smokers in Sunbury and nearby
Reporter for the Atlanta Constitution: towns should get in touch with Shin DEAR CLUB ED ITOR:
"I am proud to be a member of one or gara and join in the fun. His address
I see in the March issue that Dr. Knowlton and Charlie Malcolm think they have
ganization which is not out after some is 225 Walnut Street.
something unique in the form of a two-man
thing. That should be the objective of
pipe club. Well, I wish to state that I have
every good citizen. I am glad to join F T . W A Y N E , I N D I A N A
something even more unusual—a one-man
you."
A pipe club in Ft. Wayne may be pipe club!
Yes sir, I've tried and tried to get some
The Lockheed Pipe Club (Burbank, announced soon. One of the pipe manu
California) has already notified Presi facturers and a couple of the leading one interested in forming a club here, but
to no avail. I've become discouraged, so
dent Almand that their members are pipe shops are putting their heads to Iallhold
meetings all by myself. At least, I'm
backing the reorganization 100%.
gether and seek the cooperation of any assured of 100% attendance. There is no
The Order plans to follow the same one interested in order to get the group discord or arguments, and no trouble at all
as to dues.
pattern laid out by its founder, Dr. under way.
Grant, who conceived
Suggestions on the formation and The late Dr. Horace Grant, founder of the
the idea of a nation
operation of a pipe club have already N.O.P.S., with his wife and daughter.
wide group of pipe
been forwarded. Smokers interested
smokers in 1919. In
should contact Alfred L. Shiel, 712 So.
1922 the group ob
Harrison Street, in Ft. Wayne regardtained its charter, and
grew rapidly for five
years until the death of
PIPE C LUBS
its leader.
Interest in re-establishing the Order
Are you a member of a pipe club?
sprang up last year, and it is once more
Would
you like to join or help
in full swing.
form one in your community?
Pipe enthusiasts interested in obtain
If so, write in and tell us and we will
ing membership should write the presi
dent enclosing a self-addressed stamped promptly advise you as to the name and
of the nearest club in your com
envelope for a reply: Albert I. Almand, address
munity.
333 Holderness St. S. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Pipe Clubs

Wet*

SUNBURY, PENNA

C/uh

A new pipe club for Sunbury is plan
ned for the near future, according to C.
L. Shingara who writes that he and his
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If there is no club in your town or
locality, we will put you in touch with
other pipe smokers interested in forming
a local pipe club if you so desire.
Write to

PIPE LOVERS MAGAZINE
Long Beach 12, California

PIPE LOVERS

Club Directory
Due to the greatly increased size
of the pipe club directory it will
henceforth appear only in alternate
months in order that more space
may be available for the presenta
tion of club news.

Pop's Pipe Club Night
The Applecart Really Gets Upset
In the Brewster Household When
It's Time for Pipe Club Meeting

The only trouble is that when one of the
members gives a talk, there is no audience,
and when the membership is present, there
is no speaker.
All kidding aside, though, I would like to
get together with some of the local pipe
smokers, and I hereby issue this invitation
to get in touch with me and see if something
can't he done about it.
FRANK O. HUNTER
1617 Rickenbacker Rd., Apt. G
Essex 21, Md.

Clubber Hunter is entitled to an in
crease in membership. Here's hoping his
appeal finds a host of interested smokers
in the Baltimore area.

Club

KleuA

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

Jere Bowden was chosen secretary of
the Lockheed Pipe Club at a recent
meeting.
Bob Bernard, of Dudleigh Richard
son's in Hollywood, spoke to the club
on the various kinds of tobaccos and how
they are blended.
Franklin Lewis, Oppenheimer repre
sentative, conducted a question and an
swer period which proved popular.
TORONTO, ONTARIO

The Pipe Smokers' Club of Canada in
vites anyone interested to attend their
meetings which are held the first and
third Wednesdays each month at the
48th Highlanders' Club on Church
Street in Toronto.
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

A pot-luck supper is scheduled for the
July meeting by members of the Long
Beach Pipe Club. Pete Willems has de
signed a new club card which has been
approved by the group.
A SUGGESTION

Although through the club page we
try to give a brief summary of the hap
penings of each club, space often pro
hibits a thorough report. It would be a
fine thing if every club would mail a
copy of its club paper or bulletin to the
other clubs in order that a more complete
resume of the various club activities may
be made known. The exchange of ideas
made available would result in much
practical gain for all groups.
JULY, 1948

By GEORGE M. BREWSTER
(Of the Topeka, K an Pipe Club)

W

E HAVE a pipe club here in my
town, and we meet at the homes
of the members once every two weeks.
While I am not the oldest member in
years, or age, I am considered and re
ferred to as an old-timer. You under
stand, I'm an old hand at trading pipes,
and have quite a reputation of always
making a trade with a future trade in
mind. The other members try pretty
hard to out-do me, but that doesn't very
often happen, I mean out-doing me.
I can't speak for the rest of the gang,
but I do know that the pipe club night
is one event my family never gets a
chance to forget. When I first get up
the morning of pipe club night, I al
ways let the wife and boy know that
that night is Pop's pipe club night. All
arrangements must take into considera
tion uPop's pipe club night".
My family uses that expression quite
a bit. First the boy starts his phone calls,
with: "Say, Bud, can we go in your CWagon tonight, I can't use our jalopy
—you know—Pop's pipe club night."
(C-wagon apparently means a car cost
ing over a thousand bucks, if it is a
sporty convertible, and Bud's is, it is
sometimes referred to as a "woo-wagon",
by the younger generation, I mean.)
Invariably my wife gets a call for an
evening of bridge with the girls and
again, "Sorry, Neva, but we will have
to play out here because I have no way
to get into town—Pop's pipe club
night."

N

EXT WE GET an invitation to
play small stakes poker (my wife
really loves poker), in that event the
discussion is more prolonged;—"Jack,
dear, Karl and Gladys want us to play
poker tonight, what do you say—Oh, I
forgot this is pipe club night, which
would you rather do?" Of course, I'm
heming and hawing and looking at the

floor, however, just before I attempt an
answer she says into the 'phone: "Sorry,
but this is Pop's pipe club night, etc.,
etc."
Well, naturally I'm beginning to feel
like a heel, and then I get a 'phone call
from one of my friends who does not
care for pipes. Of course he gives me a
rather rude blow, by asking me to go
fishing with him that evening. This re
quires a lot of thought but finally I
tell him: "Sure sorry, Ed, but this is
pipe club night, and I have some bait to
use on some fellows who think they
know pipes." That takes care of that
except I'm a little irked because Ed gives
a kind of dirty laugh before he hangs
up. I have tried to impress upon our
friends the dates when my pipe club
meets, but they still call us on those
days.
That just about clears the way for
pipe club, as far as outside engagements
are concerned.
Next comes the usual conversation
concerning the evening meal. My wife
always comes forth with the following
monologue: "Tonight you go to Bill's
for pipe club. That's fine, I won't have
to get much for dinner, because you al
ways say Bill has so much good food."
No answer is necessary because the
statement itself settles the matter. That's
what I mean by monologue.

T

HEN MY WIFE smiles and says:
"Jack, dear, be sure and bring home
some good recipes." Well, now that's
not so funny, because one of the best
cake recipes we have, I got from Kelly
at a pipe club meeting. The only reason
my wife smiled was because one night
in a mixed crowd, the girls were talking
about cooking and I blurted out about
a fine cake recipe I got at a pipe club.
It seemed queer because all the girls
{Continued on page 221)
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(The editors have selected Mr. Wagner's
letter as the most interesting of those received
in answer to the July question and a Darnley
of London pipe is already on its way to him)

John H. Wagner,
Allentown9 Penna.
If one were asked "What is the mini
mum number of friends a man should
have?" it would be about as easy to
answer as the question this month, for a
pipe is a man's real friend. But if some
figure must be stipulated, I would say
seven.
Why? Well, one reason is to give each
pipe a good rest between smokes. Given
a chance to dry out, become clean and
fresh, a pipe will always, if well broken
in, please its owner.
A change is always welcome. A new
pipe each day gives a man a lift, for it
allows him freedom of style, size and
shape—a pipe to fit his every mood,—
at home, in the office, or out of doors.
Bob Caldwell,
Enid, Oklahoma
The minimum number—if a fellow
wants to treat his pipes and himself to
the best possible—is determined by mul
tiplying the number of pipefuls you
smoke in a day by 7.
Say for instance you average 9 pipe
fuls a day. You would then need 63
pipes, in order that after each is smoked
once it receives 6 days rest. Experts say
never refill a warm pipe, and don't
smoke a wet pipe. Therefore, after each
pipe is smoked once it should be allowed
to rest for the remainder of the week.
Personally, I do not have this many
pipes, but I have found that a pipe gives
its best when it has been smoked once
and then allowed to rest for from five
to seven days, or until it has thoroughly
dried out. However, I question the ad
vice against filling a hot pipe for a
second smoke. I have done it numerous
times and can detect no harm. But I do
go along with the theory that a wet
pipe should not be smoked.

nJ

Pro Con
"I wholly disapprove of what you say, but will defend
to the death your right to say it." — VOLTAIRE.

This is the page set aside for the reader to discuss controversial questions pertain
ing to pipes and pipe smoking. Letters may be shortened, but the opinions expressed
remain unchanged. For the most interesting letter received each month the editors
will award a Darnley of London pipe, courtesy of the Imperial Mercantile Company
of Cleveland, Ohio.

THIS MONTH'S QUESTION
"What is the minimum number of pipes a smoker should have and
what are your reasons?"

Kenneth Shelly,
Saginaw, Michigan
I would say that the more pipes a
smoker has, the better smoke he will get
from each one. Rotate them evenly.
R. Entenmann,
Atlantic City, N. /.
I suppose the minimum number is one,
but it would surely take a beating, and
I for one would get mighty tired of
smoking the same pipe all the time. It
would be like reading the same book
over and over, seeing the same movie
night after night, or seeing the same
friend all the time.
I have tried to obtain as many dif
ferent pipes as I can, from small, clear
finish bowls to large, massive, hand
carved jobs. As you smoke them they
become old friends, and although some
will eventually take a back seat in pref
erence to new ones, you reserve a space
for them in your collection.
As the number of pipes I own grows
slowly, I receive an ever greater amount
of enjoyment from them as a whole, and
I do not believe there is a minimum
number.

NEXT MONTH
AUGUST—"What bearing do you believe the size of the shank hole
has on the coolness of the smoke?"
(Answers must be received by July 3)

SEPTEMBER—"What improvements would you recommend the
manufacturer make on present day pipes?"
(Answers must be received by August 4)

Address all letters to "Pro and Con" in care of this magazine. Anonymous
contributions will not be used. Send a picture of yourself if you wish. As
many letters will be used as space will allow. Suggestions for future questions
are also welcome.
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Meyer Cohen,
Brooklyn, 1\. Y.
Fourteen. That gives a smoker two
pipes a^ day , a large bowl and a small
bowl. This provides him with a long
smoke or a short smoke, as the occasion
demands.
Frank Dinello,
Chicago, Illinois
I would consider no less than 14 pipes
as a minimum number of pipes a smoker
should have. If he is a confirmed pipe
smoker, he will know that a pipe must
be absolutely dry to get the full benefit
of his enjoyment. He knows that a pipe
with a wet heel will not smoke properly
and might crack.
Fourteen pipes takes care of the full
week—two pipes a day. The procedure
is obvious. While one pipe is cooling off,
you are smoking on the other. This will
give your first pipe a chance to air out.
With only seven pipes you cannot do
this.
Being strictly a pipe smoker, a pipe is
almost always in my mouth. My collec
tion numbers 365—and I am on the way
for my second 365 pipes. Every one of
these pipes are smoked; no rare items.
A pipe, to me, is for smoking—not to
hang on the wall to look at unless it is
a part of a collection of an historical era.
Bud Emling,
Bonfield, Illinois
It depends entirely upon the smoker,
how many pipefuls he smokes in a day,
and most of all whether or not he is a
wet or dry smoker.
The slow dry smoker can get by with
less pipes than the fellow who smokes
fast and whose pipes are always gurgling.
Also, it depends upon the quality of
the pipes, for good ones give better serv
ice than cheap ones. I would say six is
a minimum for any smoker, yet regardPIPE LOVERS

less of how many he has he needs them
all.
W. Y. C. Humes,
Los Angeles, Calif.
I would say 14 pipes. This allows two
for each day in the week. They should
be smoked alternately, allowing one to
cool and dry out before again being
smoked. At day's end they should be
cleaned and allowed to dry thoroughly
for a week before being smoked again.
W. C. Robertson,
Seattle, Washington
First, never smoke the same pipe more
than twice in any one day. Second, never
smoke the same pipe for two consecutive
smokes. Third, never smoke the same
pipe on two consecutive days.
Follow this simple rule and you will
soon learn the minimum number of pipes
you need. The number obviously will
vary with each individual and therefore
no definite figure can be given.
Barrel McCord,
Duluth, Minn.
A man needs an assortment of pipes
depending upon his likes. Perhaps three,
perhaps ten, perhaps thirty. Who can
say? It's like how many ties or how
many pairs of shoes a man should have.
You wouldn't smoke the same pipe all

the time any more than you would wear
the same shoes all the time.
There is a place for tennis shoes, and
that is the tennis court. Men don't
usually smoke a white meerschaum on
the street, yet they keep one at home.
For the street, three pipes (to allow
each to dry out). For painting the barn,
one pipe—an old one, to get spattered
with paint. A big good looking billiard
for when company comes, and at least
one good pipe to smoke and enjoy when
reading at home alone.
That's a foundation. From there on
add whatever you must have.
Jack Barnes,
Vinton, Iowa
Speaking from experience, I have a
drawer full of pipes, and I am always
buying more, so I don't think there is
a minimum, any more than there is a
maximum. I want to get a good assort
ment that will allow me the right kind
of smoke at the proper time, but as soon
as I get this many I am always out look
ing for a new replacement.
Thirty pipes would be the minimum
if the man is a real pipe smoker, for
then the pipes could dry, but just as
important, he wouldn't get tired of any
one style or shape.

DRAINS PIPt
EVER smoked
AND—

is
this
but half the story.
The ENGINEER gives you 35 min.
smoking. It is dry and cool and sweet
because it has
NO stem vacuum.
No filters.

No wet heel.

No slugs.

Description on request
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Sport Type $5 - Standard T ype $8

Order yours TODAY

GERHOLT INDUSTRIES
p. o
Romeo,
Michigan

HEINE'S
BLEND
HEN Lt. Col.
Allen M. Eldridge left for the Med
iterranean sector dur
ing the war he took
his metal-shanked pipe
right along with him.
The more he smoked
it the more it became
inseparable to him.
Then one day he de
cided to turn it into a diary, or, perhaps
more accurately speaking, a log of his
travels.
And so he etched into the metal sur
face such names as Constantine, Salerno,
Bizerte, Tripoli, and the other places
where he had visited as he was sent on
Army Air Force duty from one war
scene to another.
His pipe, now seven years old, has
been giving him faithful service ever
since, and with its many names is one of
his most valuable possessions and war
souvenirs.
The illustration shows how the wood
en bowl has become worn, and this may
or may not be the original bowl, for with
JULY, 1948

A PIPES
BEST FRIEND

VJGTEFI

SUTLIFF TOBACCO CO., 45 Fremont, S. F., Calif.
HEINE'S TOBACCO CO., Massillon, Ohio

EV ER YT HING R EM OV E D
BUT THE PLEASURE
this type pipe the bowls are interchange
able.
But the metal shank, with its inscrip
tions forming a historical record, will
remain for many years giving its owner
smoking satisfaction as well as serving as
a reminder of unusual places he visited
in a worn torn world.

WIT H

snm-JET
WITH
| AND
UP

NORMAL ABUSE

GUA RAN TEED
UNBREAKABLE

If n o t a va i l a b l e at y o u r d e al e r — w ri t e for f r e e i n f o r m a t i o n

B IJ R T O MI

PIPE

CO.

184 20 PIERSON • DETROIT 1 9, MICHIGAN

Moving?
When sending a change of ad
dress, please be sure to include your
old as well as your new address.
This is important. Thank you.

A HONEY OF A TOBACCOI

COOKIE
J A R
All M
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Blends
Blending

•x3. CONDENSATION CHAMBER
s4.

MOISTURE DRAIN

-5. MOISTURE CHAMBER
-6 CLEAN OUT PLUG

"A P a r t i c u l a r Pipe"

Here is the answer to your smoking enjoy
ment. No gadgets, no filters. Just sound
engineering plus imported briar and superb
workmanship make this a pipe you must have.
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY
$3.50 POSTPAID

By GEORGE ALPERT

If C.O.D., you pay postage charges.
Den-Lee, 1201 South Fifth Street
Alhambra, California

ii

If you have any questions concerning tobacco blends or blending
Mr. Alpert will be glad to help you. He may be addressed at 401
Broadway, New York 13, 1\. Y. Be sure to enclose a self addressed
stamped envelope for your reply.

BLEND-R-KITrr

Blend Your Own Favorite Mixtures
Now you can enjoy blending at home with
the "BLEND-R-KIT" containing the Seven Basic
Blending tobaccos: White Burley, Maryland,
Virginia Shredded, Black Cavendish, Latakia,
Virginia Bright (Flake) and Perique. To get
you under way, the kit comes complete with
formulas, and then you make up your own as
you go along. For Blending is Fun! — with

"BLEND-R-KIT"

only $2.69 c omplete
Send stamps or money orders only.
Shipped postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

HELLENZEE TOBACCO COMPANY
325 Ocean Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

DEER TONGUE
Like tobacco, Deer Tongue is a plant and a
mighty good flavoring agent in pipe mixtures.
It adds a mild sweet flavor and aroma. Give
it a trial in your pipe mixtures. Finest quality
granulated just ready for quick easy blending
15c an ounce postpaid.

PETE MOBERLY
Box 790, Owensboro, Ky.

"SEYMOUR ORIGINALS
SUPERB PIPES HAND-MADE FOR CON
NOISSEURS AND COLLECTORS

Each is a distinguished hand-made orig
inal co mbining unexcelled g ood looks and
smoking flavor—and made in any size
and design desired out of only the choic
est of aged, imported briar. . . . Each is
a masterpiece of the sculptor's art and
is registered and fully guaranteed. . . .
Only a limited clientele can be served
. . . so write NOW for literature and
complete i nformation.

ALLISON J . S EYMOUR
& ASSOCIATES
Studio A, Valley City, North Dakota

A Subscription To
PIPE LOVERS
Makes a Fine G ift for A ny
Occasion

S

TAMP COLLECTORS, model
builders and lion tamers may have
had a head start on us blenders as far
as a hobby goes, but from the response
this department has had, we'd say we
were catching up with hobbyists in all
other fields.
Numerous readers wrote in about
their blending problems, and where we
were able to lend a hand, we were glad
to do so. If you have a blending problem,
send it in.
Now for a quick review of what you
need to get started in this wonderful
pastime of blending. Purchase the fol
lowing for the present, and you will see
that not only can you have inexpensive
fun and a grand hobby, but you will find
it vastly interesting as well.
You should have at least four ounces
each of the following:

Burley. A base tobacco which consti
tutes the body of a blend. Smoked
straight will give you a burley flavor,
but mixed with other ingredients serves
as a base upon which you can build sev
eral tastes according to the other in
gredients added.
Latakia. Adds mellowness and flavor
to a mixture. Very rich in taste and
should be added to a blend carefully.
You wouldn't smoke straight Latakia
(or would you?) and normally there
would be anywhere from 1-5 ounces of
this in a blend.
Perique. A leaf very similar to thun
der and lightning and applied to a
mixture with care and possibly at the
rate of only 1-3 ounces to a blend—more
if you like it, of course, but remember
this is something like moonshine and not
all of us can drink from a jug.
Virginia. This usually comes out
either in ribbon fashion or in flake.
(They cut this tobacco in the other
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ways, too, but for your purposes use one
of these cuts or even both.) Has no
pronounced taste of its own in a blend
unless specially flavored. Sniff at a fresh
jarful and you will note it has a nice
aroma. Serves the chief purpose of add
ing color to a blend and has good burn
ing qualities. Proportionately used at the
rate of about 2-6 ounces in a mixture.
Cavendish. A member of the Virginia
family and a mild ingredient that adds
taste to a blend. You can use anywhere
from 2-10 ounces of this to a pound and
still get tobacco. There is another form
of this known as Weed's Cavendish,
which is dark in color and has its own
very distinctive flavor and can be added
to a blend with varying amounts depend
ing upon the taste of the user.

T

HERE IS NO end to the number
of tobaccos and flavors you can use
in blending. According to a recent article
by the Editor, they are using herbs. We
will do some botany research and see
what sort of mixture can be had from
tulips, dandelions and snap-dragons.
They say that gladiolas ought to make
a good smoke. But being old fashioned
we will stick to tobacco as we know it.
We wouldn't mind smoking rosebuds,
but how can you get those long stems
in a small bowl?
Anyway, along with the four ounces
of these few and basic blending tobaccos,
obtain some glass jars to keep them in
and attach the clay humidifiers to the
covers. Also buy one of those gadgets
to attach to a bottle of water, so that
you may freshen your tobaccos whilst
blending with a fine spray of water.
You can also use one of those syringes
they have for watering small flowers.
(Flowers agin!) You also need a scale.
This is all, unless you want to add a
blending bowl or a sheet of newspaper to
PIPE LOVERS

spread on a table. All in all for a few
dollars you are set. Then try this new
formula:
Burley
Latakia
Perique
Cavendish
Virginia

1 oz.
% oz*
oz.
1^4 oz.
p2 oz.

After you have mixed this, experiment
a bit with varied amounts. You will soon
find out what you like and don't like.
Then you will discover other blending
tobaccos to experiment with.
The most important thing to remem
ber about blending is this: Don't leave
tobacco or crumbs around wherever you
did your blending—no use getting the
little woman on the warpath, because
blending is fun as well as of deep in
terest. And a little tobacco on the floor
isn't as dangerous as slipping on petals—
just in case you decide to smoke herbs
and flowers.
We're anxious to please you in this
column, and would appreciate your sug
gestions as to how we can serve you
better, so drop us a line.

KEEP THAT LIGHTER READY

~

[Begins on page 206]

No great harm has been done, but
when next you fill the lighter, take a
pair of scissors and cut off the burned
tip of the wick. A small section should
be pulled out to serve from now on. A
charred wick doesn't give top perform
ance.
The best insurance against a charred
wick is to give your lighter a drink be
fore it gets thirsty and not wait until it
runs dry.
In time your wick will become short
ened due to these lengths being cut off,
and eventually it will be so short that
it won't reach the cotton packing inside
the lighter case. When this condition
arises it means the wick will receive no
fuel and will not ignite. Try as you
will, you can't light a dry wick.
This means only one thing—a new
wick. Now don't let that scare you, for
it isn't half as difficult as you imagine.
If you try to thread the wick up from
the bottom, you may be an old man be-
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Source of any item depicted sent on request.

fore you get the task done, but if you
use a small piece of wire, or even a long
pin, and edge the wick in from the top,
you'll find it takes only a few moments.
First, though, it is a good idea to take
out the cotton packing through the bot
tom of the lighter. Grasp the end of the
new wick and pull it out through the
bottom so that only an eighth of an inch
remains on top.
The bottom end of the wick is now
coiled around the cotton and the whole
mass is re-inserted in the lighter.
Should the cotton packing appear
damaged or otherwise not in good shape,
simply replace it with prime absorbent
cotton. The lighter should be filled with
the cotton, but not packed or stuffed to
capacity.
When filled and lighted for the first
time the new wick may give off a black
smoke. This means too much of the wick
is exposed and it should be pushed back
into the lighter until it gives a good
flame with no visible smoke, and gen
erally without any flicker.
Practically all lighters will work when
they are in tip top condition. Give yours
the care it deserves and you can then
hunt up this Britisher and make yourself
some easy dough.

JAPANESE TEMPLE PIPES
[Begins on page 208]

simple in shape, but the silver and gold
inlay work is exquisite. The dragon
design which is made of the two precious
metals was hammered into the iron wall
of the pipe—a long and tedious hand
process.
This pipe was also used as a weapon
when the occasion arose.

IT'S DIFFICULT To FORCE
MEDICINE DOWN A SICK
HORSE, THIS IS HOW O N E
CLEVER FELLOW SOLVED T HE
PROBLEM,

T
PIPE WITH ROOF SO
IT CAN
SMOKED
IN T HE RAIN,

Ika-t

\ito men can
St^ofte ai ihe
SaTUs
/
JULY, 1948

HE MORE I handled these pipes
the more determined I became to
obtain them for my collection. I began
to dicker with the lady (what pipe col
lector doesn't know the meaning of the
word "dicker"?) and I soon found that
she didn't realize the value of these old
pieces. Furthermore she wanted to dis
pose of them, so was willing to discuss
the matter with me.
Well, to make a long story short, I
ended up with the pipes, and among all
of the fine specimens I have, these, to
me, top them all. The workmanship
alone is as fine as I have ever seen on
pipes as old as these, and the fact that
they are over 300 years old puts them
sort of in a class by themselves.
There were nine pipes in the lot. I
have no idea what their value might be,
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although it is my guess that a museum
would gladly pay a good sum for them,
for they are extremely rare, and prob
ably very few of them are in existence
today.

PIPES AND THE FAIR SEX

THE
REPAIR BERCH

[Begins on page 207]

Conducted by

T

HE QUESTION of pipe shapes
and sizes preferred by our lady
friends has interested me to a consider
able extent. Those who will voice an
opinion seem to prefer just about the
same kind of pipe as a man. During the
last few years several pipe manufacturers
introduced a small bowl intended
especially for the ladies. Many were
bought and smoked, but it appears the
woman who really took to the art
seriously soon left the small bowl on
the shelf and took to a man-sized model.
A bigger bowl smokes cooler, they
claim, and tastes better, too. Yes, they
are heavier, but a woman who likes her
pipes soon gets used to that the same
as a man does who takes up pipe smoking
for the first time.
When it comes to the type of tobacco
they prefer it seems there is as much
variety and diversity of opinion as
among men. I would suppose the highly
perfumed mixtures would receive the
faminine vote, but those who will voice
a preference seem to prefer a light, mild,
and only slightly aromatic mixture.
The editor of this magazine has told
me there are several women subscribers,
but a survey of them resulted in very
few replies. My conclusion is that al
though they enjoy their pipes, they pre
fer to enjoy them in total privacy. And
that's all right with me.
It is not my intention to start a
crusade for or against the invasion of
milady into our once totally masculine
ranks. I am simply reporting the meager
facts as I have found them. It might be
worth adding here, however, that the
great majority of men I have talked to
resent the intrusion. One such instance
was when a lady asked to join the
Mohawk (New York) Pipe Club. The
members didn't want to offend her un
duly, so they told her that if she would
come to the next meeting and sit in a
chair in front of all the members and
smoke a pipe continuously throughout
the entire meeting (which lasts from
four to five hours) she could then join
the club. This, they figured, would put
an end to the situation.
It did. But not the kind of an end
they hoped for. "Oh," she said, "that's
nothing. I do that every night." Result:
An amendment to the constitution
limiting the club to men only.
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(Readers who have questions or problems concerning pipe repairing
may write direct to Mr. Packer, who conducts this column each month.
He may be reached at 112 E. 12th Ave., Homestead, Penna. There is no
charge for this service, but you must enclose a self-addressed stamped
envelope for your reply.)

T

HE MACHINES and hand tools
in a pipe repair shop represent the
personal preference of the craftsman.
They are selected from what was avail
able to him at some particular time and
they suit his way of working.
It would be unfair for him to insist
that these were the only right tools for
the work, or that these particular brands
and models are the best available. Other
repairmen with equal ability but with
different working habits would select
different equipment. Thus, one right
answer to the question, "What tools
shall I buy?" is not possible.
I can only list the tools and machines
in my shop and let the reader judge for
himself whether they suit his way of
working.
A lathe, buffer and grinder, drill press
and some kind of a small rotary power
tool are the most used machines in the
pipe repair shop.
An adequate lathe, including a
H.P. motor, can be had for less than
fifty dollars. It will cut threads and will
hold a church warden stem between
centers.

C

HANGES THAT adapt this lathe
for fast stem making include an
extra long dead center and a knob on
the carriage hand feed wheel. A fourjaw independent chuck and either a
three-jaw universal lathe chuck or a
three-jaw key chuck with a tapered
shank are necessary.
The lathe is operated at about 700
R.P.M. for both rubber and plastic and
the tools are ground to cut while the
carriage is traveling in either direction.
My buffing and grinding rig is a
grinding head with a belt and a separate
1/3 H.P. motor. 5" coarse grit grinding
wheels and 8" cloth buffing wheels are
used. An obsolete vacuum cleaner is
mounted with the scoop directly behind
the grinding wheel and serves well as a

dust collector. A wheel dressing tool and
a pair of safety goggles are needed to
keep the wheel in good condition.
"Tripoli" buffing compound is used for
polishing both rubber and plastic.
A bench drill press with a P2" key
chuck and driven by a
H.P. motor
easily takes care of all the drilling jobs.
Mine is equipped with a box type switch
on the wall and a toggle switch on the
housing where it can be instantly reached
should an accident occur.
An angle vise with a swivel base is
bolted to a permanently mounted milling
vise on the base. With this set-up it is
possible to drill at any measured angle.
The milling vise is a great time saver.

T

WO SETS of high speed drills,
wire gauges No. 1 to No. 40, and
fractions 1/16" to
are kept in
marked stands. A few high speed taper
length drills 3/32" and
are also very
frequently used. Several carbon drills
from
to 1" with
round shanks
are used for drilling bowls.
A small flexible shaft machine hangs
over the bench where I do hand work.
It is rated at 1/10 H.P. at 18,000
R.P.M. direct drive and 5,000 R.P.M.
on the geared end of the motor. A foot
rheostat controls all lesser speeds.
The tool holder is a small three-jaw
key chuck in a ball bearing handpiece
which does not become heated with con
tinuous use. With an assortment of sand
ing drums, small saws and burrs, this is
an indispensible tool.
A circular saw is necessary if any
work is to be done with plastic. I use a
6" crosscut blade running close to 7,000
R.P.M. to cut 1" plastic.
Obviously there is more listed here
than the average man will acquire over
night, but I have tried to give you a
complete list so that you will know
about what is necessary for doing work
of this kind.
PIPE LOVERS

POP'S PIPE CLUB MOOT
[Begins on page 215]

laughed and then wanted to know if we
did any knitting at pipe club. Well, I
still maintain you can be a he-man and
smoke pipes and also discuss recipes.
Seven-thirty rolls around and I have
just finished helping with the dishes,
tidying up the house and taking the
boy's dog for a walk. (It seems like I
always get the privilege of doing these
chores when I'm going to pipe club.)
I don't have to fuss around packing
my pipes because they have been packed
in cases since late the night before . . .
that is, all except the Peterson bulldog
I'm going to be smoking when I get to
Bill's front door.
About this time I pick up my pipe
cases and as I start for the door 1 make
my usual last minute speech: "Is there
anything else I can do for you, dear,
before I leave?" Then, of course, the
usual answer: "Yes, dear, there are a
lot of little things I want you to do,
and you don't have to be the first one
there everytime do you? You can be a
little late this one time, can't you?" By
this time I'm kicking open the screen
door, pipe cases are stacked up to my
chin. I barge right on out. For once I'm
boss. This, you will remember, is Pop's
pipe club night.

INTERESTING ARTICLES
are on the way
IN COMING ISSUES
Here

partial
is lista of articles which are

scheduled to appear in coming months:
Flaws—And What They Mean
Keeping Tobacco Moist
Evolution of the Pipe
Chinese Water Pipes
How Meerschaum's Are Made
What Is Amber
The First Blend
The Six Frankfurters
Selecting a Humidor
The Story of Briar
Evolution of the Spur

E

IGHT O'CLOCK and as usual I
am the first to arrive at Bill's.
Soon the rest of the gang arrives, all
smoking pipes and commenting very
highly on the beauty and fine smoking
qualities of each.
These remarks do not fool an old
hand like me, for I know each pipe, and
also that they are extolling the virtues
of the pipe for only one reason: The pipe
is for trade.
Bill begins: "I wouldn't trade this
pipe for anything." I recognize the sign
—Bill is too obvious with a remark like
that. Now, I mustn't appear too obvious
to get it.
So I ignore Bill and turn to Karl.
He, too, is getting ready for action be
cause he is telling what a wonderful
rough billiard he has with the white "S"
on the stem.
Bill doesn't want my pipe, and I don't
want Karl's, but Bill would go for this
rough billiard with the white "S".
So I strike up a trade with Karl. Bill
is mad. He thinks I really want Karl's
rough billiard. Instantly he wants it,
and makes an offer. I end up with Bill's
pipe.
Pop's pipe club night has gotten off
to a fine start.
JULY, 1948
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What Is Deer Tongue?
What Is a Record Pipe?
Setting the Color of a Meerschaum

SURSCRIRE TODAY
Be S ure of Receiving Every C opy as Soon as
is c omes Off the Press
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Pipe Lovers Magazine
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2 Years - $4.50
1 Year
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- 2.50
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_
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.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Classified advertisements are an inexpensive way of reaching pipe smokers every
where. The cost is low—10c per word or 70c per line. Minimum, $2.00. Cash must
accompany order. Closing date, first of the month preceding month of issue.

PIPE MAKING

MISCELLANEOUS

• STERLING silver bands 8 to 21 m/m.
7/16 wide, 40c each, 6 for $2, 12 for
$3.65. Nickel Silver, 35c each, 6 for $1.75,
12 for $2.80. All sent postpaid. WALTER
DeLONG, 609 Russell Ave., Indianapolis 4,
Indiana.

• SALES agents wanted. Nationally adver
tised Engineer pipe. See advertisement page
217. Write today for proposition. GERHOLT
INDUSTRIES, Romeo, Michigan.

• HARD RUBBER pipe stems, 214 inches
long. $5.50 per gross. Have 120 gross on
hand. BENNIE'S PIPE & REPAIRING CO.,
6540 Lorain Avenue, Cleveland 2, Ohio.

PIPE REPAIRING
• REPAIRING of all makes of pipes. Briar,
meerschaum, calabash or old timers. Hard
rubber stems, regular size, $1.00. (Send
pipe.) Splices, 75c and up. Bakelite stems
and silver bands (reasonable). No job too
difficult. Vienna Pipe Maker, 40 years ex
perience. Workmanship guaranteed. Bring
in or mail to JOHN M. SONNEKER, 3623
N. Southport Ave., Chicago 13, III.

• PIPES made to order. You draw the de
sign, I make the pipe. $5.00 to $7.50.
Jumbo sizes slightly higher. Send your de
sign today and ask for quotation. Stems
repaired. J. H. BRADSHAW, 1124 Linden,
Long Beach 2, California.
• EARN EXTRA MONEY selling subscrip
tions to Pipe Lovers to your friends. Liberal
commission. You can also work up a profit
able income by obtaining orders for monthly
shipments to pipe shops and newsstands.
Easy, spare time work. Every pipe smoker
is a customer. Write today for full details
and commission allowances. PIPE LOVERS
MAGAZINE, 532 Pine Ave., Long Beach
12, California.

FOR SALE
• POWHATAN Indian Pipe. Send a dollar
bill for genuine "Powhatan" hand made In
dian clay smoking pipe, replica of famous
original Virginia antique. Long reed stem
combined with porous clay bowl saturated
with honey before kilning gives delightful
smoking enjoyment.
Postage prepaid.
PAMPLIN PIPE CO., Box 100, Richmond,
Virginia.
• FIRST quality pipes—straight grains—
virgins. $5 each postpaid. Send check or
money order. PAVEAU, 9 East 48th Street,
New York 1 7, N. Y.
• ENJOY clean sweet pipes. Wizard Pipe
Sweetener is easy to use and guaranteed to
clean and sweeten strong, sour pipes. One
ounce bottle and 12 white fluffy absorbent
cleaners, 25c postpaid. Money-back guar
antee. GENERAL PRODUCTS, Box 993,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
• BLEND your own pipe mixtures and enjoy
the best. Write for free booklet "Tobacco
Blending Made Easy", stating your prefer
ence of aromatic or non-aromatic tobaccos.
GREEN RIVER TOBACCO COMPANY, Box
990, Owensboro, Kentucky.

TOBACCO LABELS
[Begins on

tractive as possible in order to get you
to try the tobacco inside, but the manu
facturer who offered a number of dif
ferent cards in a series always placed
them inside the package so that you
would have to buy the package in order
to know which picture you had been
lucky enough to obtain.
These forceful little attention getters
first began to appear around 1880. They
served as a sort of a premium, it being
thought that smokers would go for the
little cardboards and would want to col
lect all in a certain series.
James B. Duke is credited as having
originated the idea, and it worked very
well until every company put out so
many different labels that the public be
came so confused the labels ceased to
become an asset to a packet of tobacco,
and they died a natural death.
They were nearly always a riot of
color. The Oporto label, upper right,

contains every color of the rainbow, all
of which are beautiful, and the artist's
palette is in gold.
Some of the names given tobacco in
those days were more than just unique.
There were Big Deal, Crack Shot, Big
Ring, Last Issue, Buffalo Bill, Hay
Pole, Bull or Bear, White Seal, Red
Seal, and Blue Seal—the latter three
put out by different companies—Boss
Sweeper, New Broom, Big Grizzly and
Humpty Dumpty, to name a few.
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torical happenings in popularity, as might
be supposed.
page 205]
The cards had a certain educational
value, for on the back of each card in
HE LABELS illustrated here are
one series which depicted famous Heroes
some I obtained from an old litho
of History was a complete biographical
grapher who used to be an official of
sketch of the man described. Another
the Carqueville Lithographing Company,
featured reproductions of crests of vari
the firm that usually made the litho en
ous organizations and lodges, and gave
gravings for the large tobacco companies.
a short resume on the reverse side which
I have had these for over 35 years.
told all about that particular club or
I remember where I learned my trade group. Some organizations went so far
some of the journeymen would send me as to ask the tobacco manufacturers to
out with a note to the nearest tobaccon include their insignia on the cards.
ist to get a bit of tobacco for them,
Some of the labels or cards which in
which was usually either Climax or
cluded the price show a marked contrast
Piper Heidsieck.
to amounts paid today. On the back of
Some of the tobacco then available the Adelaide Detchon card (lower left)
defied description. Take for instance Big may be read "Lorillard's Tiger Fine Cut
Ring. On the label it is described as —Two Full Ounces for 5 cts. Caution:
"Something entirely new, dainty delic Be sure every package has revenue stamp
ious and delightful — flavored with affixed."
Peach Brandy and Clover Honey. Per
The little cards did not serve as pre
colated through minced Muscatel Raismiums or inducements of any kind.
ens." It was a product of the WilsonThey were merely pretty little cards de
McCallay Tobacco Company of Middlesigned to attract the eye and create a
town, Ohio, a firm that put out fine
desire to collect more of them into a
products and who seemed to specialize
complete set.
in fancy flavoring techniques.
Sales zoomed upon introduction of this
Most popular of the labels, or, I added feature, and prompted the other
should say, the cards inside the package, companies to join in. But like any craze
were those of people, either sports fig or fad it failed to last.
Many of these colorful bits of paper
ures, famous actors and actresses, or
soldiers. They were always ahead of have long since found their way into
scenes showing famous places, such as collections both private and public where
Niagara Falls or Yellowstone Park, or they serve to remind one of a bygone
scenes of famous events such as the day when you spent your money not for
Revolutionary or Civil War battles. the tobacco but for the picture the pack
Contemporary scenes and events led his age contained.
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PIPES

TOBACCOS

Visit These Better Stores in Your Community
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAMWEBBER'S SMOKE SHOP
209-C 18th St. No.

ARIZONA
PHOENIXJACK'S PIPE SHOP
115 W. Adams
SECURITY PIPE SHOP
230 N. Central

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFI ELDLEWIS PIPE AND TOBACCO
1919 Chester Ave.
BERKELEY—
DRUCQUER AND SONS
2059 University Ave.
BEVERLY HILLS—
LETHAM'S PIPE SHOP
9441 Santa Monica Blvd.
FRESNOHARRY PARKER
1311 Fulton Street
GLEN DALE—
GLENDALE SMOKE SHOP
219V2 S. Brand Blvd.
SMOKER'S DEN
117V2 W. Wilson
HOLLYWOODHOLLYWOOD PIPE SHOP
1641 N. Cahuenga
LA JOLLA
HARRY'S SMOKE SHOP
LONG BEACH—
CURT'S SMOKE SHOP
248 E. Broadway
A. GUTHERZ
6 W. Jergins Arcade
ROBINSONS
312 E. Broadway
LOS ANGELES—
ADE'S PIPE SHOP
5314 Crenshaw
SIMM'S PIPE AND TOBACCO
2065V2 W. 6th St.
COPLEY'S PIPE & TOBACCO
8537 Beverly Blvd.
HARRY'S SMOKE SHOP
2280 Colorado Blvd.
SAM'S PIPE SHOP
951 W. Manchester
SEQUOIA PIPE SHOP
Farmers Market
3rd and Fairfax
H.S. WITTNER
142V2 S. La Brea
MONTROSE—
GAILING PIPE & TOBACCO
2326V2 Honolulu Ave.
OAKLAND—
BENADERET'S
1946 Broadway
MERCURY SMOKE DEN
409-19th Street
SACRAMENTO—
MAHAN'S PIPE SHOP
1207 UK" Street
SAN BERNARDINO—
VEE'S PIPE SHOP
415 "E" Street
SAN DIEGO—
MUNCEY'S TOBACCO PAT CH
1006 Broadway
VAUGHN'S
1055 Fourth Ave.
WINTHER'S PIPE SHOP
443 Broadway
SAN FRANCISCOHILL'S PIPE SHOP
1551 Ocean Ave.

SAN JOSE—
BOYCE'S PIPE & TOBACCO
68 S. First Street
SAN MATEO—
FOREMAN'S
92 Third Avenue
SANTA MONICAED'S PIPE SHOP
220 Santa Monica Blvd.
VAN NUYS—
BARNEY'S
14512 Erwin St.

COLORADO
BOULDER—
DILLMAN'S
1847 Broadway

CONNECTICUT
NEW BRITAINLONDON PIPE SHOP
11 Commercial St.
NEW HAVEN—
THE PIPE CENTER
104 College Street

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON—
THE BEE HIVE
du Pont Bldg.

DIST. OF C OLUMBIA
WASHINGTONBERTRAMS
910-14th Street N. W.

FLORIDA
CORAL GABLESCORAL GABLES SMOKE SHOP
2206 Ponce de Leon Blvd.
DELRAY BEACHLOVE'S
4th & Atlantic Ave.
JACKSONVILLE—
THE TOBACCO SHOP
225 Main Street
MIAMI—
OGDEN PIPE AND TOBACCO
114 N. E. Second Ave.
PENSACOLA—
BOWMAN'S PIPE SHOP
406 E. Wright

GEORGIA
MACON—
DEMPSEY CORNER
Third and Cherry

IDAHO
BOISE—
YE OLDE PIPE SHOP
203 N. Ninth St.

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO—
SONNEKERS
3623 N. Southport
GALESBURG—
RAINEY TOBACCO SHOP
963 E. Main Street

INDIANA
CRAWFORDSVILLE—
SPORTSMAN'S SHOP
126 E. Main Street
FT. WAYNE—
RIEGEL'S
631 Calhoun St.
LAFAYETTE
RILEY'S CIGAR STORE
713 Main
NEW ALBANYKAISER'S TOBACCO STORE
326 Pearl Avenue

IOWA
WATERLOO—
HUMELS SMOKE SHOP
325 Fourth Street

KANSAS
TOPEKA—
FLAD & MARSH
607 Kansas Avenue

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS—
THE SMOKE SHOP
54 Maryland Avenue
BALTIMORE—
A. FADER & SON
210 E. Baltimore Street
J. F. OBRECHT & CO.
2 N. Howard Street

MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTEROWL SHOP
Main & Exchange Streets

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBORCALKINS FLETCHER
324 So. State
MAULBETSCH & HAIGHT
118 E. Huron St.
SWIFT'S
340 So. State
BATTLE CREEK—
MEISTERHEIM'S CIGAR STORE
5 W. Michigan Avenue
BERKLEYMASTERS
2646 Coolidge
DEARBORN—
GADEY'S
5152 Jim Daly Road
DETROIT—
LAFOND PIPE SHOP
3010 W. Grand Blvd.
WALTER'S PIPE SHOP
146 W. Lafayette
WATKINS PIPE SHOPS
114 Fisher Bldg.
EAST LANSING—
WASHBURN CIGAR STORE
211 E. Grand River Avenue
FARMINGTON—
PHIL'S PIPE SHOP
33326 W. 7 Mile Road
FLINTPAUL'S PIPE SHOP
517 Brush Street
HIGHLAND PARK—
LUDMAR HOUSE OF PIPES
56 Manchester Avenue
LANSINGMAC'S CIGAR STORE
120 N. Washington
MT CLEMENS—
HOUPERT'S
78 N. Gratiot
PORT HURONMILITARY PIPE SHOP
923 Military St.
SMOKER'S HAVEN
512 Water Street
ROCHESTER
FETTERS PIPE DEPT.
340 Main St.
SAGINAW—
TUHY'S
110 S. Jefferson
SWARTZ CREEKPAUL SPANIOLA

MINNESOTA
ST. PAUL—
ST. MARIE CIGAR CO.
96 E. Fifth Street

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY—
ENGLANDER'S
14 W. Twelfth
ST. LOUIS—
DELMAR TOBACCO SHOP
4833 Delmar Blvd.
H. A. SWEENEY
926 Pine Street

NEBRASKA
LINCOLNFREEMAN'S PIPE SHOP
1411 xx0" Street
BEN M. WOLF
121 N. Twelfth Street

NEW JERSEY
EAST ORANGEBRICK CHURCH PIPE SHOP
52 Brick Church Plaza
PLAINFIELD—
NECHINS
415 Watchung Avenue
TRENTON—
R. E. RUSSELL
52 W. State Street

NEW YORK
BROOKLYNBEVERLY PIPE CO.
2136 Beverly Road
GREAT NECKNED SCHLUGER
74 Middleneck Road
NEW YORK—
S. BRANDT
558 W. 181st Street
ALBERT COWAN, LTD.
21 Cortland Street
LAFAYETTE SMOKE SHOP
Lafayette & Spring Streets
OXFORD PIPE SHOP
142 E. 42nd Street
PENN ZONE PIPE CO.
875-6th Avenue
PIPES UNLIMITED
24 W. 43rd Street
QUALITY TOBACCO SHOP
85 Essex S treet
BEN RODGERS
1083 Sixth Avenue
TOWNE TOBACCONIST
172 Fifth Avenue
ROCHESTERCLYDE BURRITT
18 State Street
SCHENECTADY—
VOTTIS PIPE SHOP
130 Erie Blvd.
SYRACUSE—
STEG PIPE CRAFTSMEN
200 W. Water Street
WHITE PLAINSESQUIRE PIPE SHOP
20 Depot Plaza

OHIO
CLEVELAND—
L. J. BENCE
2706 Lorain Avenue
BENNIE'S PIPE SHOP
6540 Lorain Avenue
DAYTONBOB WHITE'S CIGAR STAND
Winters Bank Bldg.
DIXIE DRUG
Dixie Hwy. & Koehler Ave.
MANSFIELDPARK NOVELTY SHOP
34 S. Park Street
OBERLIN
OHLY'S

OREGON
PORTLAND—
THELINS PIPE & TOBACCO
733 S. W. Yamhill

PENNSYLVANIA
CARLISLEDECKER'S CIGAR STORE
29 W. High Street
CHAMBERSBURG—
BOB'S SMOKE SHOP
27 N. Main Street
EPHRATA—
WEIT & SON
30 E. Main Street

HAZELTON—
PERRY'S
22 N. Ujo Street
LANCASTER—
MOSEMAN'S
27 N. Prince Street
PITTSBURGH—
FT. WAYNE CIGAR STORE
400 Federal Street
SOUDERTON—
PAYLESS DRUG STORE
Main & Hilside
WILLIAMSPORT—
JANE'S SMOKES & SWEETS
312 Market Street
YORK—
HAIN'S PIPE SHOP
118 N. George Street

SOUTH DAKOTA
ABERDEENGOODMAN'S
113 S. Main
SIOUX FALLSLEWIS DRUGS
309 S. Phillips

TENNESSEE
MEMPHISWORLD NEWS CO.
Main and Monroe

TEXAS
AMARILLO—
GHOLSTONS
Post Office Bldg.
CORPUS CH RISTI
HITTS CIGAR STORE
Nueces Hotel Bldg.
SAN ANTONIOBLOCK'S PIPE SHOP
208 Broadway
HARKNESS PIPE SHOP
101 W. Commerce Street
MAX ITZ
423 N. St Marys Street

WASHINGTON
PUYALLUP—
BEALL'S
SEATTLEWISEMAN'S PIPE SHOP
4234 University Way
SPOKANEHOLT PIPE SHOP
Main & Howard
TACOMA—
DON'S
902 Broadway
CITY CIGAR STORE
902 Pacific Avenue
WALLA WALLAKELLY CIGAR STORE
9 S. Second Street

WISCONSIN
MADISONTOBACCO BAR
617 State Street
MILWAUKEEHARVEY STORES
747 N. Third
UHLE'S SMOKE SHOP
232 W. Michigan Street
WEST ALLIS—
JONES TOBACCO D EPT.
6129 W. Greenfield

WYOMING
CASPER
CON-ROY CIGAR STORE
Consolidated Royalty Bldg.

DEALERS: WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS ON HOW YOUR SHOP CAN BE LISTED ON THIS PAGE
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A Cartridge of Tobacco
NOTHING N EW

for

Pipe

smok-

ers? Only the blind can say that.
Certainly there is something new—con
stantly are new things being discovered
and invented.
An excellent example of this is the
tobacco cartridge which was first an
nounced last fall. Readers of PIPE
LOVERS heard about this new idea for
the first time. The cartridge is not made
of paper, but of spun glass.

If you have friends
who are pipe smokers,
send us their names
and addresses and we'll
gladly send them a
sample copy in order
that they may see first
hand the features of
this new magazine.

It is. easily carried in the pocket, in
stantly ready to be placed in the pipe.
Each cartridge carries just enough tobac
co for one full pipe load. No ashes to
spill—the spun glass sack soaks up the
juices—and when the load is smoked, out
comes the sack, ashes and all.
Something new? It certainly is. But
where did you first hear about it? In

the pages of PIPE LOVERS, for this is the
one magazine that keeps you up to date
on all that is happening in the world of
pipes.
It's the monthly pipe magazine that
many predicted couldn't last because
there wasn't enough information avail
able on the subject of pipes to keep it
going.
There is always something new to talk
about, and the field of pipes is no excep
tion. There always will be something
new, and PIPE LOVERS will bring it to
you, regularly, each month.
Be sure to get your copy as soon as it
is published. It is available from your
favorite newsstand, pipe shop, and wher
ever magazines are sold. It is the only
magazine on the subject of pipes, and as
a pipe smoker you cannot afford to be
without it.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
Two Years 4.50

PlPEljOVERS
THE MAGAZ INE FOR MEN

[ ^

One Year 2.50

THE

W H O E N J OY A P I P E

NATIONAL PIPE MAGAZINE
Long Beach 12, California

